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I. INTRODUCTION

This Article examines the copyright implications of unique, scarce digital
creative assets transferred and stored on blockchains,' which this Article refers to
herein generally as unique crypto assets (UCAs). Specifically, this Article explores
the emergence of non-fungible cryptographic tokens (NFTs) created based on the
ERC-721 smart contract standard and recorded on the Ethereum public,
distributed ledger.2 This novel standard enables, for the first time, verifiable digital
scarcity-an elusive technological characteristic in the world of Web 2.0.

Further, this Article asserts that the ERC-721 token standard empowers
UCA holders to maintain control over copyright in their cryptographic creations
in gaming, collectibles, and copyright-intensive industries, to name just a few.
Those industries are generally controlled by powerful, often sioed, intermediaries
that restrict access, regulate transferability, and govern how or whether user-
generated digital content may be controlled and exploited by the user.3 Presently,

I See infra Part I.

2 The Ethereum Project's website describes the Ethereum blockchain as

follows:

Ethereum is a decentralized platform that runs smart contracts:
applications that run exactly as programmed without any
possibility of downtime, censorship, fraud or third-party
interference. These apps run on a custom built blockchain, an
enormously powerful shared global infrastructure that can
move value around and represent the ownership of property.
This enables developers to create markets, store registries of
debts or promises, move funds in accordance with instructions
given long in the past (like a will or a futures contract) and many
other things that have not been invented yet, all without a
middleman or counterparty risk. ETHEREUM FOUNDATION,

https://www.ethereum.org/ [http://perma.cc/U6EF-JRU3] (last
visited Feb. 25, 2019).

3 For example, the MineCraft End-User Licensing Agreement makes clear
that:

Although we license you permission to install on your device and play
our Game, we are still the owners of it. We are also the owners of our
brands and any content contained in the Game. Therefore, when you
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for example, if a user crafts4 a digital sword in the popular video game MineCraft5

or a creative skin in Fortnite,6 she cannot transfer that digital good into another

platform, at least not without the platform's acquiescence based on its contractual

terms of use and licensing structure. Of course, the Internet protocol layer-the

code itself--does not give a traditional user who generates digital content any

pay for our Game, you are buying a license to play / use our Game in
accordance with this EULA - you are not buying the Game itself. The
only permissions you have in connection with the Game and your
installation of it are the permissions set out in this EULA. Any Mods
you create for the Game from scratch belong to you (including pre-run
Mods and in-memory Mods) and you can do whatever you want with

them, as long as you don't sell them for money / try to make money
from them and so long as you don't distribute Modded Versions of the

Game. Remember that a Mod means something that is your original
work and that does not contain a substantial part of our code or content.
You only own what you created; you do not own our code or content.
Minecraft End User License Agreement, MOJANG,

https://account.mojang.com/documents/minecraft-eula
[http://perma.cc/N3J5-UKD8] (last updated Sept. 20, 2017).

4 The name Minecraft is made up of "mine" (to dig or discover) and "craft"
(to build or create) items necessary to survive and thrive in the world of

digital world of Minecraft. See Taylor Harris, What is Minecraft: A
Retrospective Overview, LIFEWIRE (Oct. 9, 2018),
https://www.lifewire.com/what-is-minecraft-2363311 [http://perma.cc/48V2-

MAJB] (discussing the survival and creative modes of the game and the
necessity to collect and craft supplies in survival mode). An example of an

intricate, original work created on the Minecraft platform is a piano created

by a Minecrafter named Piccho. See Ash Parrish, Player Piano, MINECRAFT

(Nov. 6, 2018), https://minecraft.net/en-us/article/player-piano
[http://perma.cc/7U5W-XT261 (describing the intricate details going into

creating the Minecraft piano).

For an explanation of Minecraft, visit their website. MINECRAFT,

https://minecraft.net/ [http://perma.cc/9E62-PPKA] (last visited Mar. 17,
2019).

6 See generally Hayley Tsukayama, Everything You Need to Know About Fortnite

and Why It's so Popular, WASH. POST (Apr. 3, 2018),
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/the-
switch/wp/2018/04/03/everything-you-need-to-know-about-fortnite-and-
why-its-so-popular/?noredirect--on&utmterm=.d6dc3f889b62
[http://perma.cc/35W4-LXFNI (explaining what Fortnite is and how the
game is played).
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automatic or intrinsic right or ability to exploit rights created automatically by
authoring creativity fixed in a digital medium.

By contrast, the same sword, if created as an NFT in a decentralized
gaming application like Cryptokitties7 or Decentraland,8 is the user's to sell, lend,
or use in another virtual world that leverages the ERC-721 (or similar) standard in
its application. It is the creator's public-private asymmetric key pair9 that secures
ownership and control of the token and prevents counterfeiting and piracy.1° This
holds true whether the game ceases operations or the token holder simply chooses
to leave that platform altogether. This Article argues that this type of
programmable creative self-sovereignty -with the attendant economic benefits
that flow from copyright interests-better protects creators than was possible in a
pre-blockchain world. ERC-721's novel coding features provide UCA holders with
powerful ownership and control and, for the first time, pure digital scarcity.

7 Cryptokitties is a blockchain-based video game created by AxiomZen that
allows "players" to breed (create) and trade (buy and sell) crypto cat
collectible. Usman W. Chohan, The Leisures of Blockchains: Exploratory
Analysis 2 (Dec. 4, 2017), https://ssm.com/abstract3084411
[http://perma.cc/YMH9-XN841. Cryptokitties are wholly digital assets
represented in a digital and cryptographically secured ERC-721 token. See
Technical Details, CRYPTOKFTTIES, https://www.cryptokitties.co/technical-
details [http://perma.cc/MP4W-F9PC] (last visited Mar. 27, 2019)
("CryptoKitties is a non-fungible token ERC #721."). Ownership and transfer
of these unique cryptographic assets are recorded on the Ethereum
blockchain. See id. ("CryptoKitties is built on the ethereum network.").

8 As described on its website, "Decentraland is a decentralized virtual reality

platform powered by the Ethereum blockchain... [Ulsers will be able to
create, experience, and monetize their content and applications."
Introduction, DECENTRALAND, https://decentraland.org/
lhttp://perma.cc/VZC4-Q5A3] (last visited Mar. 27, 2019).

Asymmetric cryptography, also known as public-private key cryptography
(PPK), "uses one key for encryption and a different key for decryption."
Staci I. Levin, Who Are We Protecting? A Critical Evaluation of United States
Encryption Technology Export Controls, 30 L. & POL'Y INT'L Bus. 529, 531 (1999).
This distinguishes PPK from symmetric key cryptography, which requires
parties to share the same key. See id. (citing BRUCE SCHNEIER & DAVID

BANISAR, THE ELECTRONIC PRIVACY PAPERS: DOCUMENTS ON THE BATTLE FOR

PRIVACY IN THE AGE OF SURVEILLANCE 259 (1997)).

10 Importantly, the token does not represent the creative asset, it is the creative

asset.
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A notable example of programmable creative self-sovereignty is

Cryptokitties, the first blockchain project to successfully utilize the ERC-721

standard. 11 Cryptokitties is a digital collectible gaming platform in which players
can buy, sell, trade, and breed digital cats that the user actually owns.12 And once
a player owns a Cryptokitty, she can breed, buy, and sell within the Cryptokitties

platform or race,13 dress,4 or battle her Cryptokitty in other Ethereum games.5

Part II critiques the chronic concerns regarding the lack of intrinsic scarcity
of digital goods and the problems for creators with the advent and mass adoption
of the Internet, digital technology, and peer-to-peer file sharing. Part IIn provides
an overview of the promise of blockchain technology to remedy the failings
described in Part II. Thereafter, Part III specifically highlights the Ethereum
network (touted as the world's largest computer) and the nature and role of smart
contracts in the blockchain ecosystem. Additionally, Part III summarizes the open-

source comments process that led to the adoption of ERC-20 standards to create
fungible tokens recorded on the Ethereum Network. The author compares that
standard to the ERC-721 standard used by decentralized application developers
to create NFTs by exploring the concept of fungibility.16 Part IV highlights
Cryptokitties as a case study of the Article's thesis, as well as NFT uses in the

digital art industries. Part IV also examines and critiques the Nifty License,
established by Axiom Zen, creators of the Cryptokitties game.17 That license

11 Technical Details, supra note 7. A list of other ERC-721 tokens is found at:
https://nonfungible.com/. NONFUNGIBLE, https://nonfungible.com/
[http://perma.cc/V5YK-U947] (last visited Feb. 25, 2019).

12 Id.

13 See KTTYRACE, https://kittyrace.com/ [http://perma.cc/J2UD-FETMI (last
visited Mar. 17, 2019) (allowing owners to race their Cryptokitties).

14 KrrrYHATS, https://kittyhats.co/ [http://perma.cc/9QJL-HB8B] (last visited
Mar. 17, 2019).

15 See infra Part IV. See also, KittyVerse, CRYPTOKrrrIES,

https://www.cryptokitties.co/kittyverse (last visited Feb. 27, 2019)
(explaining CryptoKitties can "get in a literal catfight.").

16 See infra Part II.

17 See License, Subpage to NFT License, https://www.niftylicense.org/

[http://perma.cc/B38X-3GLK] (last updated Nov. 5, 2018) (explaining how
Nifty License is used, including the goal of using the License in their
CryptoKitties app). The license sets forth NFT ownership of the token as
follows:

You acknowledge and agree that Creator (or, as
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expressly sets forth the rights of creative NFT creators and NFT owners. The
license makes clear that NFT creators hold strong rights to access, share, use, and
otherwise exploit creative rights associated with an NFT. Part IV also briefly
summarize other promising use cases in the gaming and digital arts industries that
involve native user-generated creative crypto assets. Finally, Part V views creative
crypto assets through a copyright lens.18 Part V highlights the ways creative UCA
holders may be better situated to protect and leverage copyright than pre-
blockchain holders of digital goods due to the self-sovereign control that creative
UCAs embody.

II. CHALLENGES IN PROTECTING DIGITAL GOODS IP IN WEB 2.0

Part II highlights the chronic concerns regarding the lack of intrinsic
scarcity of digital goods and the difficulty creators have in protecting their online
creative content given the prevalent copy-and-paste and peer-to-peer (P2P)19

applicable, its licensors) owns all legal right, title and
interest in and to the Art, and all intellectual property
rights therein. The rights that you have in and to the Art
are limited to those described in this License. Creator
reserves all rights in and to the Art not expressly granted

to you in this License.

Id.

18 The focus of this Article is on purely digital UCAs. Copyright assets

represented by a token -that is, "tokenized" -are outside the scope of this
Article but are addressed in the author's forthcoming work, Tokenized
Copyright. Tonya M. Evans, Tokenized Copyright (Nov. 30, 2018) (unpublished
manuscript) (on file with author). Note, any goods or services capable of
being represented in software can be "tokenized" and, thus, reflected as a
cryptographic asset recorded on a blockchain. Tokenization of real-world
assets -that can represent a fractional ownership interest or right to receive
revenues -is the subject of much interest, debate, and critique. See generally,
Addison Cameron-Huff, How Tokenization is Putting Real-World Assets on
Blockchains, NASDAQ (Mar. 30, 2017, 2:58 PM)
https://www.nasdaq.com/article/how-tokenization-is-putting-real-world-
assets-on-blockchains-cm767952 [http://perma.cc/33C4-MDA9] (providing a
background on the idea of tokenization of these assets and discussing the
legal issues associated with this prospect).

19 "In its simplest form, a peer-to-peer (P2P) network is created when two or

more PCs are connected and share resources without going through a
separate server computer." James Cope, What's a Peer-to-Peer (P2P) Network?,

COMPUTERWORLD (Apr. 8, 2002 1:00 AM),
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culture born of the digital age. Ironically, the Web 3.020 iteration of technological
innovations and protocols that enabled rampant copyright infringement over the

last 20 years, are now being used for an opposite end: to fortify-not
compromise-creators' rights. For example, instead of using P2P technology to

download and disseminate an unauthorized copy of a song or movie, blockchain's

distributed network infrastructure uses a similarly-organized network to verify
and record data across a network of computers.21 Additionally, public-private key

https://www.computerworld.com/article/2588287/networking/networking-
peer-to-peer-network.html [http://perma.cc/UAW2-H8EH].

20 "Coined the 'semantic web' by Tim Berners-Lee, Web 3.0 is more intelligent

than its predecessors." Tanya M. Woods, Working Toward Spontaneous
Copyright Licensing: A Simple Solution for a Complex Problem, 11 VAND. J. ENT.

& TECH. L. 1141, 1160 (2009) (quoting Tim Bemers-Lee et al., The Semantic
Web, Sci. AM., May 2001). Woods explains further that Web 3.0's
"intelligence represents more than just data; it is the way in which the data is
managed and connected." Id. To understand the benefits of Web 3.0, one
must appreciate its technological precursors. The World Wide Web's
original client-server delivery model of the information age, Web 1.0, is best
understood as connecting consumers passively with information. See
Umesha Naik, Comparative Study of Web 1.0, Web 2.0 and Web 3.0,
RESEARCHGATE (Mar. 2009),
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/264845599 ComparativeStudy-o
f_Web_10_Web_20_andWeb_30 [http://perma.cc/WY45-3RRG] ("[Tihe
early web allowed us to search for information and read it .... There was
very little in the way of user interaction or content contribution."). Web 2.0 is

a more decentralized version of the Internet that focuses on consumers as
creators. Id. It connects people in a social web of numerous mini client-server
models. See id. (describing the upgrade of Web 2.0 as allowing users to
interact across multiple technologies). Web 3.0 is premised on a distributed
system of data, also sometimes described as the Internet of Value. See id.
(noting Web 3.0 exists "where data isn't owned, but instead shared"). Web
3.0, in its fully realized form, would involve no centralized intermediaries.
Id. Instead, it would focus on consumer-as-producer and owner who
controls the flow of information and, now, of value. See id. (citing Jeffrey
Zeldman, Web 3.0., A LIST APART (Jan. 17, 2006),
http://www.alistapart.com/articles/web3point0 [https://perma.cc/N4JS-

A8GX]) ("Web 3.0 is defined as the creation of high-quality content and
services produced by gifted individuals.").

21 Ivory King, Blockchain for Artists: Ownership and Scarcity in a Digital Medium,

OPENLETR, https://www.openletr.co/find-your-truth/blockchain-for-artists-
ownership-and-scarcity-in-a-digital-medium292018 [http://perma.cc/4YC8-
WCBB] (last visited Feb. 21, 2019).
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cryptography allows the UCA's cryptographic owner to control exploitation via
digital signature.22

The copyright regime in the United States is premised on an economic
incentive justification.23 The founding fathers carved out a copyright monopoly for
limited times to encourage the creation and dissemination of creative works in
order to spur societal progress.24 Economic benefit to the creator, however, was
designed to encourage the creation, dissemination, and enjoyment of creative
works.25 When the copyright regime operates optimally, "it encourages creators to
generate new works, assists intermediaries in disseminating them widely, and
supports readers, listeners, and viewers in enjoying them." 26 For most of the 20th
century, end-user exploitation-in contrast to counterfeiter behavior-was not a
serious threat to copyright owner's economic success.27

At that time, end-user copies were most often created for personal use,
rarely substituted for purchasing a lawful copy and rarely reproduced or
distributed on a mass commercial scale or at all. 28 In fact, it was not until early in
the 21st century that unauthorized private copying was equated to, and opposed
with the same fervor as, commercial, competitive copying at which copyright

22 See Levin, supra note 9, at 532 (describing the greater security of the stored
asset due to the receiving party of the asset having a private key that only
they can use to decrypt it).

23 See Mark A. Lemley & R. Anthony Reese, Reducing Digital Copyright
Infringement Without Restricting Innovation, 56 STAN. L. REV. 1345, 1373 (2004)
("Copyright in the United States has always been seen principally as a
utilitarian response to a public goods problem.").

24 See Edward C. Walterscheid, To Promote the Progress of Science and Useful

Arts: The Background and Origin of the Intellectual Property Clause of the United
States Constitution, 2 J. INTELL. PROP. L. 1, 44-46 (1994) (providing insight and
useful background into the goals of the Intellectual Property Clause of the
Constitution as remarked on at the time of the Constitutional Convention).

25 See Jessica Litman, Real Copyright Reform, 96 IOWA L. REV. 1, 8 (2010) ("A
copyright system is designed to produce an ecology that nurtures he
creation, dissemination, and enjoyment of works of authorship.").

26 Id.

27 See Lemley & Reese, supra note 23, at 1373 (noting that "unlike
counterfeiting, end-user copies weren't a serious threat to a copyright
owner's sales during this period").

28 Id. at 1373-74. For example, "[a] college student might tape an album for a

few friends but was unlikely to make several thousand tapes and give or sell
them to strangers." Id. at 1374.
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infringement actions were historically directed.2 9 The recording industry's

decision to pursue end-users in addition to intermediaries largely was in response

to the dramatic transformation in the technological capabilities of the end-user to

create perfect digital copies and to adapt, display, and publicly exploit them in

ways end-users were unable to before the advent of digital technology and the

participative Internet.30

The advent of digital technology proved "a mixed blessing for copyright

owners."31 It also further exacerbated concerns about the public goods problem.32

On the one hand, the technology improved the ability of content producers to

29 See Glynn S. Lunney, Jr., Copyright, Private Copying, and Discrete Public Goods,

12 TuL. J. TECH. & INTELL. PROP. 1, 1-2 (2009) (noting the start of this

equalization occurred in 2003). Professor Lunney noted that the recording
industry began suing its own customers:

Despite the fact that only twenty-five years [before], as

Justice Stevens wrote in his initial draft dissent in Sony
Corp. v. Universal Studios, Inc., 'no interested party has
ever seriously suggested that a penalty, or any form of
statutory liability, should be imposed upon an
individual for making a single copy of any copyrighted
work for his own private use.'

Id. at 2. Further, Congress never intended to use copyright law to punish or
even unduly burden personal use. Id. at 2-3 (noting this intent can be found
in the 1992 amendments to the Copyright Act).

30 See generally, SACHA WUNSCH-VINCENT & GRAHAM VICKERY, ORG. FOR ECON.

COOPERATION & DEV., PARTICIPATIVE WEB: USER-CREATED CONTENT (2017),
https://www.oecd.org/sti/38393115.pdf [http://perma.cc/57D6-RT35]

(detailing the rise of Internet based user created content, it's economic
impact on the industry, and the copyright issues that can arise with
derivative works made based on copyrighted materials). See also PRIMAVERA

DE FILIPPI & AARON WRIGHT, BLOCKCHAIN AND THE LAW: THE RULE OF CODE 30

(1st ed. 2018) (explaining that blockchain technology can exacerbate this
problem through an enlarged ability for anyone to share files, including

copyrighted works).

31 Lemley & Reese, supra note 23, at 1375.

32 In macroeconomics, a public good is a product that a person can consume

without reducing its availability to someone else (i.e., nonrivalrous), and
from which no one is excluded (i.e, nonexcludable). See generally Public Good,

INVESTOPEDIA, https://www.investopedia.com/terms/p/public-good.asp
[http://perma.cc/Y5RB-MDKE] (last updated Mar. 25, 2019).
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create and disseminate creative works.33 On the other hand, however, digital
technology enabled copyists to reproduce, adapt, disseminate, and publicly
display or perform the works with little expenditure of time, money or effort.34

Accordingly, the sharp line that divided professional counterfeiters and low-level
copyists began to blur.35

With the persistent tenacity of technologists to innovate around legislative
reactions to new and novel ways to infringe, innovation has and will continue to
outpace the law.36 This translates into a significantly deleterious economic impact
on the ability of copyright holders to capture licensing revenue. For example,
although U.S. IP is valued at approximately $6.6 trillion in a 2016 report,37 the 2017

33 Peter S. Menell, Envisioning Copyright Law's Digital Future, 46 N.Y.L. SCH. L.

REV 63, 64 (2002). Professor Menell explains, "[bly bringing about new
modes of expression (such as computer programming) and empowering
anyone with a computer and an Internet connection to flawlessly,
inexpensively, and instantaneously reproduce and distribute works of
authorship, [digital technology] represents possibly the greatest set of
challenges to the copyright law." Id.

34 See Lemley & Reese, supra note 23, at 1375 (explaining that this advent of
digital technology exacerbates the public good problem). The authors
explain further that "as the costs of producing and disseminating copies
approach zero, the public goods problem gets worse, because the ratio of the
cost of creation to the cost of imitation approaches infinity." Id.; see also
Stacey L. Dogan, Code Versus the Common Law, 2 J. TELECOMM. & HIGH TECH.

L. 73, 76 (2003) (noting "[tihe combination of digital formats and the Internet
has made it possible for individuals to make perfect copies of digital works
and to distribute them around the world").

35 See Lemley & Reese, supra note 23, at 1375 (citing Stacey L. Dogan, Code
Versus the Common Law, 2 J. TELECOMM. & High TECH. L. 73,90-92 (2003)).

3 See Dogan, supra note 34, at 76 ("Given the collective creativity and tenacity
of those with an interest in such technologies, the legal arms of the content
industries will arguably never keep pace with their development.").

37 JUSTIN ANTONIPILLAI ET AL., U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE,

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY & THE U.S. ECONOMY: 2016 UPDATE 22 (2016),
https://www.uspto.gov/sites/default/files/documents/IPandtheUSEconomyS
ept2016.pdf [http://perma.cc/LJ95-L3RQ] ("IP-intensive industries accounted
for $6.6 trillion in value added in 2014."); Why is IP Important?, GLOB.

INNOVATION POLICY CTR., https://www.theglobalipcenter.com/why-is-ip-
important/ [http://perma.cc/98S2-8B6T] (last visited Apr. 3, 2019)
("America's IP is worth $6.6 trillion, more than the nominal GDP of any
other country in the world.").
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Intellectual Property Commission Report noted that even a conservative, low-end
estimate of the cost of IP infringement could be valued in excess of $225 billion,
with the loss possibly as high as $600 billion.38 Web 3.0 is poised to empower
creators in ways the Web 2.0 world was ill-equipped to do.

Ill. BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY'S PROCESS AND PROMISE

Part ImI provides an overview of the promise of blockchain technology,
generally, to remedy the failings described in Part II. Thereafter, this Part
specifically highlights the Ethereum network (touted as the world's largest
computer) and the nature and role of smart contracts39 in the blockchain
ecosystem. Additionally, this Part summarizes the open-source comments process
that led to the adoption of ERC-20 standards to create fungible tokens recorded on
the Ethereum Network. Part HI then compares that standard to the ERC-721
standard used by decentralized application developers to create NFTs by
exploring the concept of fungibility. 4°

38 COMM'N ON THE THEFT OF AM. INTELLECTUAL PROP., UPDATE TO THE IP
COMMISSION REPORT 1 (2017),
http://www.ipcommission.org/report/IP-Commission ReportUpdate_2017.
pdf [http://perma.cc/L5NW-BFQA] ("We estimate that the annual cost to the
U.S. economy continues to exceed $225 billion in counterfeit goods, pirated
software, and theft of trade secrets and could be as high as $600 billion.").
This update to the IP Commission Report "provides a conservative, low-end
estimate of the cost of IP theft in three categories -counterfeit and pirated
tangible goods, software piracy, and trade secret theft." Id. at 7.

39 Smart contracts are defined as "self-executing contract with the terms of the
agreement between buyer and seller being directly written into lines of code.
The code and the agreements contained therein exist across a distributed,
decentralized blockchain network." Smart Contracts, INVESTOPEDIA,

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/s/smart-contracts.asp
[http://perma.cc/F2UM-RGU5] (last updated Apr. 18, 2017). So, software
manages contract term fulfillment without the need for human or
intermediary interaction. See DE FILWPI & WRIGHT, supra note 30, at 74-75
(explaining smart contracts as autonomous, self-executing coded contracts).

40 Other platforms that run dApps, smart contracts and decentralized
autonomous organizations (DAOs) include: NEO (https://neo.org/) and Tron
(https://tron.network/) (both actively developing an NFT standard), EOS
(https://eos.io/), QTUM (https://qtum.org/), Lisk (https://lisk.io/), Cardano
(https://www.cardano.org/). See CARDANO, https://www.cardano.org
[https://perma.cc/FE7V-GKR3] (last visited Mar. 26, 2019); EOSIO,
https:H/eos.io/ [https://perma.cc/VWD2-NA35] (last visited Mar. 26, 2019);
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Blockchain4l has already dramatically altered our relationship with digital
creativity. Before blockchain, the Internet, 42 World Wide Web,43 and digital
technology introduced new ways to create, adapt, distribute, display, and perform
literary and artistic words. For example, P2P technology reduced the barriers to
access the creative works of others and also enabled rampant unauthorized
copying, adaptation, distribution, public displays, and public performances that
were not legally excused by doctrines like fair use. 44

LISK, https://lisk.io/ [https://perma.cc/V3ZU-QZAR] (last visited Mar. 26,
2019); NEO SMART ECON., https://neo.org/ [https://perma.cc/H23V-V3TN]
(last visited Mar. 26, 2019); QruM, https://qtum.org/ [https://perma.cc/6PUY-
QZTF] (last visited Mar. 26, 2019); TRON, https://tron.network/
[https://perma.cc/BFT7-KNQS] (last visited Mar. 26, 2019).

41 Blockchains, described more fully in Part [[.A-B, are databases of
information maintained and distributed across a network of computers
instead of in a centralized, siloed client server. See FILIPPI & WRIGHT, supra
note 30, at 15 (defining blockchains as "decentralized databases, maintained
by a distributed network of computers"); infra Part [ILA-B.

42 The Internet, in development since the sixties, allowed different computers
around the world to communicate directly with each other. The Web and the
Internet are Not the Same Thing, INFOENGINEERING
http://www.infogineering.net/web-internet.htm [http://perma.cc/P23A-
T6LYJ (last visited Feb. 27, 2019). The Internet is not a physical network but
rather a set of rules (or, more specifically referred to by technologists as
Internet Protocols) that facilitate communication among computer networks.
Id.

4 The World Wide Web and the Internet are not synonymous. The Internet
allows computer networks to communicate with each other. Id. The World
Wide Web, on the other hand, "is the system of web pages and sites that
uses the Internet to pass the files across." Id.

44 See Wendy M. Pollack, Tuning in: The Future of Copyright Protection for Online
Music in the Digital Millennium, 68 FORDHAM L. REV. 2445, 2446 (2000) (noting
that "[diecentralization and anonymity in cyberspace have allowed for the
widespread dissemination of copyrighted materials without permission
from their owners" and that "a pirate community exists that enjoys
disseminating copyrighted works [to share] the wealth"); Lior J. Strahilevitz,
Charismatic Code, Social Norms, and the Emergence of Cooperation on the File-
Swapping Networks, 89 VA. L. REV. 505, 544 (2003) (citing Lior J. Strahilevitz,
How Changes in Property Regimes Induce Social Norms: Commodifying
California's Carpool Lanes, 75 IND. L.J. 1231, 1242 n. 53 (2000)) (asserting that
"[flile-swapping may well be like speeding on the freeway -a widely
tolerated, technical violation of a rule that invokes virtually no moral
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To understand Web 3.0, it is important to understand previous iterations

of the static web of information (Web 1.0) and the more dynamic, interactive social

web of information (Web 2.0).45 Web 1.0 is best understood as the original

centralized client-server delivery model of the information age-i.e., making

information available to consumers who interacted with it passively.46 Web 2.0
represents the decentralized web, which involves numerous client-server models
and contemplates consumers as creators but also involves information still siloed

by entities that have become powerful private, multinational monopolistic
corporations (e.g., Google, Apple, Facebook and Amazon).47 Web 3.0 represents
the distributed Internet, characterized by the absence of centralized intermediaries

where consumers are both the producer and owner controlling the flow of

information and, now, of value.48 With blockchain's hallmark characteristic of
transparency, immutability, and decentralization, digital assets managed via
asymmetric cryptography can now truly be immutable, censorship resistant, and

scarce.
49

outrage when done in moderation").

See generally Sebastian Weber & J6rg Rech, An Overview and Differentiation of
the Evolutionary Steps of the Web X.Y Movement: The Web Before and Beyond 2.0,

JOERG-RECH.COM, http://joerg-rech.com/Paper/BCWeberRechWebX%20Y-
Classificationcameraready-final.pdf [http://perma.cc/K3WH-ARHZ] (last

visited Feb. 27, 2019) (defining and highlighting the differences between the
iterations of Web 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, and 4.0).

See id. (describing Web 1.0 as "a one-way publishing medium, because only
the website authors exclusively provided the content").

47 See id. (describing Web 2.0 as a service with "user-oriented, content-sharing"
but maintains a centralized hub for the data it stores); see also DE FILIPPI &

WRIGHT, supra note 30, at 33 (proving examples of "centralized
intermediaries, such as large internet companies or cloud computing
operators such as Amazon, Microsoft, and Google").

48 Decades ago, Paul Baran "envisioned a network of unmanned nodes that

would act as switches, routing information from one node to another to their
final destinations. The nodes would use a scheme he called "hot-potato
routing" or distributed communications." Paul Baran and the Origins of the
Internet, RAND CoRP., https://www.rand.org/about/history/baran.htrnl
[http://perma.cc/G5Y4-KV3G] (last visited Feb. 21, 2019).

49 See DE FruPPi & WRIGHT, supra note 30, at 35-37 (expounding on these
characteristics of blockchain).



A. BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY OVERVIEW: WEB 3.0

The inventor of the Bitcoin blockchain, "Satoshi Nakamoto,"50 is an
anonymous individual or group that has inspired a near cult-like following of
Bitcoin maximalists5 1 and blockchain enthusiasts. Satoshi wrote a nine-page white

paper in 2008 that would prove to revolutionize the world.5 2 In that paper, Satoshi
described a paradigm shift away from the century's old double-entry bookkeeping

system, and its digital veneer, and toward a viable system for a new digital

economy.5 3 The crypto visionary posited that "[a] purely peer-to-peer version of

electronic cash would allow online payments to be sent directly from one party to

another without going through a financial institution."54 The goal was "to use the

so Frequently Asked Questions, BrrcoIN, https://bitcoin.org/en/faq#what-is-

bitcoin [http://perma.cc/64HB-A8A4] (last visited Feb. 27, 2019).

51 For a definition of Bitcoin maximalist, see Frances Coppola, Bitcoin

Maximalists' Impossible Dream, FORBES (Dec. 30, 2018, 7:46 PM),
https://www.forbes.com/sites/francescoppola/2018/12/30/bitcoin-
maximalists-impossible-dreanV#2c319af8543b [http://perma.cc/L2HT-Z52A]
(explaining their belief system as "Bitcoin will replace all government-issued
money").

52 See Satoshi Nakamoto, Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System, BrrcoIN

(Mar. 2009), https://bitcoin.orglbitcoin.pdf [http://perma.cc/K64J-85HR].

53 Id. (describing the problem of continued reliance on financial institutions

and inability to avoid issues found in that system both in terms of returns
and fraud).

54 Id.; see also Timothy C. May, The Crypto Anarchist Manifesto, AcTIVISM:
CYPHERPUNKS (Nov. 22, 1992 12:11 PM),
http://www.activism.net/cypherpunk/crypto-anarchy.html
[http://perma.cc/9XHZ-6CU2]. In this manifesto, May explains:

Computer technology is on the verge of providing the
ability for individuals and groups to communicate and
interact with each other in a totally anonymous manner.
Two persons may exchange messages, conduct business,
and negotiate electronic contracts without ever knowing
the True Name, or legal identity, of the other. Interactions
over networks will be untraceable ... with nearly perfect
assurance against any tampering. Reputations will be of
central importance, far more important in dealings than
even the credit ratings of today. These developments will
alter completely the nature of government regulation, the
ability to tax and control economic interactions, the ability
to keep information secret, and will even alter the nature of
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Internet to make a decentralised value-transfer system, shared across the world
and virtually free to use."55

Satoshi invented Bitcoin to empower individuals to control their own

money and thereby reduce control by governments and powerful private
intermediaries that act in a quasi-governmental way (namely, today's
multinational juggernauts Amazon, Facebook, Google, Yahoo, and Apple).56 The
goal, as articulated in the White Paper, was to eliminate the need for a middle man
or centralized authority in completing and settling financial transactions, and,
more specifically, to create proof-of-work to solve the double-spending problem
for digital currency.57 Satoshi accomplished this by creating a censorship-resistant,
verifiable, shared recordation system of purely digital currency transactions.58
And "[w]hat began as a cypherpunk dream had blossomed into an industry."59

B. BLOCKCHAIN PRIMER

Essentially, blockchain is software: it is new data structure, a new way of

trust and reputation.

Id.

5 Gavin Wood, Ethereum: A Secure Decentralised Generalised Transaction Ledger,

WAYBACK MACHINE 1,

https://web.archive.org/web/20180203110042/http://yellowpaper.io/
[http://perma.cc/ZG5K-RZ26] (last visited Feb. 23, 2019) [hereinafter Gavin
Yellow Paper].

5 See Matt Ward, How Blockchain Will Disrupt Google, Apple, Amazon, and
Facebook, THE NEXT WEB (Mar. 28, 2018, 10:41 AM),
https://thenextweb.com/syndication/2018/03/28/blockchain-will-disrupt-
google-apple-amazon-facebook/ [http://perma.cc/7CR2-S4X6] (explaining
how blockchain technology "potentially represent[s] a major threat to the

status quo" by trying to move away from large Internet companies and that
all of the information on the blockchain "would be owned by the users").

5 See Nakamoto, supra note 52, at 1, 3 (explaining the goal would be to cut out
financial institutions from online transactions and to use proof-of-work
through the hash system so that transactions would be permanent and one
time only).

5 See DE FrpPI & WRIGHT, supra note 30, at 20 (crediting Satoshi for "fusing
together public-private key cryptography, digital signatures, and peer-to-
peer technologies to create a new distributed database").

5 Taylor Gerring, Cut and Try: Building a Dream, ETHEREUM FOUND.: ETHEREUM

BLOG (Feb. 9, 2016), https://blog.ethereum.org/2016/02/09/cut-and-try-
building-a-dream/ [http://perma.cc/4THA-5A6V].
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storing information on a computer and synchronizing encrypted data across
multiple computers.60 It is also referred to more broadly as distributed ledger
technology (DLT) because blockchain uses a P2P network of computers to
maintain a single record (or ledger) of transaction data.6 However, this data is not

60 See generally What is the Difference Between a Blockchain and a Database,

COINDESK, https://www.coindesk.com/information/what-is-the-difference-
blockchain-and-database [https://perma.cc/DAK6-YY55] (last visited May 21,
2019).

61 Note, the data stored in a blockchain (also known as "on chain") consists of
the details (basically, an accounting) of all verified transactions-e.g., Alice
sent 10 Bitcoin to Bob. See Jamie Redman, Meet Alice & Bob: The Foundation of
Bitcoin's Cryptography, BrrcOIN NEWS (Aug. 9, 2015),
https://news.bitcoin.com/meet-alice-bob-the-foundation-of-bitcoins-
cryptography/ [http://perma.cc/MB5X-Q66U] ("Within the verification of
constant transactions, the fabric of the [group of transactions] is
continuously secured."). This is referred to as the data hash, a unique
alphanumeric string that evidences that a computation occurred and logs
that data as, more accurately, "metadata." See Bennett Garner, Merkle Tree
Hashing: How Blockchain Verification Works, COINCENTRAL (Sept. 3, 2018),
https://coincentral.com/merkle-tree-hashing-blockchain/
[http://perma.cc/ND3C-WZVL] ("For example, in Bitcoin, the
transaction... ends up looking like a string of random characters.").
Sometimes people also include text in a memo field. See ARNOLD & PORTER
KAYE SCHOLAR LLP, AN INTRODUCTION TO BrrcoiN AND BLOCKCHAIN

TECHNOLOGY 17 (2016),
https://files.arnoldporter.com//docs/IntrotoBitcoinandBlockchainTechnology
.pdf [http://perma.cc/EN6J-SXH9]. Bitcoin permits small amounts of
arbitrary text. See id. at 3 ("Bitcoin transaction memo fields may be used to
establish a verifiable timestamp or proof of existence through unique
hashing of document data."). The memo field could, for example, be used
for invoice or account number information, or something unlawful, like a
link to an illegal copy of a copyrighted work, or to something far more
nefarious, like child pornography. See Roman Matzutt et. al., A Quantitative
Analysis of the Impact of Arbitrary Blockchain Content on Bitcoin, INT'L FIN.

CRYPTOGRAPHY ORG. (Mar. 2, 2018), https://fcl8.ifca.ai/preproceedings/6.pdf

[http://perma.cc/EN5C-9ATY] (finding both types of files on Bitcoin's
blockchain). Media files, document files and so forth, however, are not
currently stored on blockchains, although some companies (Storj, Filecoin)
are attempting to leverage blockchain's distributed, decentralized data
structure on-chain to facilitate and support off-chain file transfer and
storage. See id. (noting the stored data is either in the form of links or the text
is placed directly into the blockchain rather than storing an actual file). In
fact, it would be very inefficient to do so, particularly given the scalability
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maintained by a central entity (e.g., the Copyright Office or Google Drive) but
rather by a network of computers.62 This shared record of transactions serves as

the single point of truth agreed to by consensus of the network participants, as
explained more fully below.

Blockchain technology combines three technologies that have existed for
decades: the Internet, P2P networks and public/private key encryption with digital
signatures (an electronic means of authenticating the sender of encrypted
messages and validity of the message).63 A public key is roughly analogous to a
bank account number; it is public-facing.64 A private key is akin to a bank account
password; it is private and should not be shared because it is the way to encrypt
and decrypt transactions.65 To effect a transfer, one may also need to re-enter the
password or pin to verify the transfer request and the requester's identity. So, for
example, when Alice sends Bitcoin to Bob from her digital wallet, she uses her
private key to digitally sign (i.e., approve) the transaction from her account to
Bob's public key. Alice's private key is the only one that can approve transactions
involving the uniquely paired public key.

Public, permissionless blockchains have four primary characteristics: (1)
market-based and game theory consensus mechanisms; (2) append-only; (3)

limitations of blockchains due to block size at this nascent stage of
development. See id. (noting the incredibly small size of these insertions and
the necessity for files to be spread out over many transactions). As
mentioned previously, in the body of this Article, Bitcoin block size is only
1MB. For more information about the block size issue and debate within the
blockchain community, see Antonio Madeira, What is the Block Size Limit,
CRPOCOMPARE (Nov. 26, 2016),
https://www.cryptocompare.com/coins/guides/what-is-the-block-size-limit/
[https://perma.cc/Y9XD-Y47R].

62 See DE FILIPPI & Wright, supra note 30, at 34.

63 See id. at 13-18 (elaborating on these elements of blockchain technology).

64 See Public Key, INVESTOPEDIA, https://www.investopedia.com/terms/p/public-

key.asp [http://perma.cc/VT2L-35GS] (last updated July 30, 2018) (describing
a public key as allowing "a user to receive cryptocurrencies into his or her
account").

65 See Private Key, INVESTOPEDIA,

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/p/private-key.asp
[http://perma.cc/43QC-C747] (last updated July 30, 2018) (describing a
private key as allowing "a user to access his or her cryptocurrence" and
"helps to protect a user from theft and unauthorized access to funds").
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disintermediated; and (4) transnational.66 Blockchain protocols incorporate
consensus mechanisms that require network participants to agree on a single truth
about the state of the ledger for each new transaction.67 This agreement maintains
trust within a community of people who are strangers to each other. They are
append-only because new information can be added but nothing can be deleted.6

Blockchains are disintermediated because they do not rely on any centralized
intermediary for transactions to occur.69 Finally, blockchains are transnational
because the protocols are not limited by geography or borders.70 No private or
public entity controls; therefore, public blockchains are censorship-resistant.71

The P2P network of computers is responsible for verifying transactions
against the software protocol's rules.72 Each computer, also referred to as a node,
runs a full version of the blockchain's software.73 New transactions are broadcast
to the network and verified by each node.74 Verified transactions are grouped in
regular intervals by a network consensus system.75 For example, the Bitcoin

66 DE FiLIPPI & WRIGHT, supra note 30, at 33.

67 See id. at 42-43 (expounding on the consensus characteristic of blockchain

technology relying allowing for "agreement as to a particular state of
affairs").

6 See Sloane Brakeville & Bhargav Perepa, Blockchain Basics: Introduction to
Distributed Ledgers, IBM DEVELOPER (Mar. 18, 2018)
https://developer.ibm.com/tutorials/cl-blockchain-basics-intro-bluemix-trs/
[http://perma.cc/38DF-VQ5U] (explaining these blocks in the chain as a
"chronological order of transactions" and that they "cannot be altered or
reversed, unless the change is agreed to by all members").

69 See DE FiLIPPi & WRIGHT, supra note 30, at 34-35.

70 See id. at 34 (noting the databases storing the databases storing the
blockchain information "operate globally and extend across national
borders").

See id. at 36-37 (explaining "[n]o single party has the power to modify or roll
back information stored on a blockchain" due to its decentralized nature).

7 See id. at 37 (noting that the data on a blockchain is authenticated making
transactions verifiable by any interested party).

73 Id. at2.

74 See id. at 2 (explaining the coordination of these nodes when people engage
in transactions through the technology).

75 See id. at 2 ("Consensus mechanisms help a blockchain-based network
periodically reach agreement as to the current state of the shared
database.").
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protocol is programmed to permit a new block to be mined approximately every

ten minutes.76 Some blockchains, like the Bitcoin blockchain, use proof-of-work

(PoW)77 consensus mechanism based on the concept of mining (i.e.,creating or

76 Id. at 24.

77 Instead of mining power, proof-of-stake (PoS), also known as staking, relies
on "the probability to create a block and receive the associated reward is

proportional to a user's ownership stake in the system." BrrFuRY GROUP,

PROOF OF STAKE VERSUS PROOF OF WORK 2 (2015),
https://bitfury.com/content/downloads/pos-vs-pow-1.0.2.pdf
[http://perma.ccBR8B-YS6L] [hereinafter BITFURY WHITE PAPER]. At the time
of publication, the following projects use PoS: Peercoin (touted as the
pioneer platform to implement PoS.), EOS, QTUM, NAVCoin, Stratis, and

Decred. Decred - Autonomous Digital Currency, DECRED, https://decred.org/
[http://perma.cc/7M58-BXZK] (last visited Apr. 3, 2019); EOS.IO Technical

White Paper v2, GITHuB (Mar. 16, 2018)
https://github.com/EOSIO/Documentation/blob/master/TechnicalWhitePape

r.md [http://perma.cc/PHM5-TP7C] (noting the system is more specifically
"Delegated Proof of Stake."); What is NavCoin, NAVCOIN,

https://navcoin.org/en/why-navcoin! [https://perma.cc/TZ52-PFF8] (last
visited Mar. 29, 2019); PEERCOrN, https://peercoin.net/
[http://perma.cc/N2VV-SUQS] (last visited Apr. 3, 2019); QTUM,

https://qtum.org/ [https://perma.cc/6PUY-QZTF] (last visited Mar. 26, 2019);

Wallets, STRATIS, https://stratisplatform.com/wallets/ [https://perma.cc/F5K8-
XWSM] (last visited Mar. 29, 2019); see also Proof of Stake (PoS), INVESTOPEDIA,

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/p/proof-stake-pos.asp
[http://perma.cc/BVH5-7JK7] (last updated July 30, 2018) ("The first

cryptocurrency to adopt the PoS method was Peercoin."). Ethereum, a
platform with a market cap consistently ranked among the top three
according to CoinMarketCap.com, is exploring the transition to PoS via its

"Casper" protocol. What is Ethereum Casper Protocol? Crash Course,

BLOCKGEEKS, https://blockgeeks.com/guides/ethereum-casper/
[http://perma.cc/LU6S-444Y] (last visited Feb. 27, 2019). Additionally,

Microsoft recently introduced proof-of-authority, an additional consensus
mechanism for clients building Ethereum-based apps with Microsoft Azure.

See Wolfie Zhao, Microsoft Rolls Out 'Proof of Authority' Ethereum Consensus on
Azure, CoINDESK (Aug. 9, 2018, 12:30 PM),

https://www.coindesk.com/microsoft-rolls-out-proof-of-authority-ethereum-
consensus-on-azure [http://perma.cc/49V8-J8NX]. Note, proof-of-authority is

described as being more appropriate for permissioned blockchains and not
for public, permissionless blockchains. Proof of Authority Explained, BINANCE,
(Aug. 12, 2018) https://www.binance.vision/blockchain!proof-of-authority-
explained [https://perma.cc/W9Y9-HZDE] (last updated Feb. 15, 2019)
(comparing Bitcoin to Ethereum, thus comparing a PoW blockchain with a
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adding) new blocks to the chain.78

Other blockchains use different consensus protocols. For example, proof-
of-stake (PoS) is a common alternative to PoW. A group of verified transactions is
called a block.79 New blocks are added to the chain (i.e., they are mined) by a
special computer node called a miner.80 Miners compete against each other by
using their mining hardware to run mining software.81 The software relays the
problem (i.e., the work) and the answer between the mining hardware and POW
blockchain in this competitive process to solve the work problem.82 The problem
is actually a mathematical equation.83 The winner-the one who is the first to
successfully solve the problem and complete the work -receives the block reward
(new bitcoin) as a new block of verified transactions is added to the chain.84 Blocks
are interrelated because each contains part of previous block's data.8

Records in a blockchain are stored sequentially in time in the form of
blocks.86 Each block has a block header that includes, among other metadata, a

PoS blockchain).

78 See BrrFuRY WHITE PAPER, supra note 77, at 2 (explaining how PoW is used in
the Bitcoin mining process "to ensure the validity of the newly mined
block").

79 See DE FiLIPPI & WRIGHT, supra note 30, at 22 (highlighting blocks as "bundles
of Bitcoin transactions").

so See id. at 24 (explaining that Bitcoin adds more blocks as computers "mine"
for more Bitcoins; see also How Bitcoin Mining Works, CoiNDESK,

https://www.coindesk.com/information/how-bitcoin-mining-works
[http://perma.cc/R7DD-3W5E] (last updated Jan. 29, 2018) (explaining the
"miner" node terminology).

81 See Bitcoin Mining Software Guide, BITCOINMINING.COM,

https://www.bitcoinmining.com/bitcoin-mining-software/
[http://perma.cc/RWF5-EE9T] (last visited Mar. 17, 2019) (using Bitcoin as an
example of the necessity of having the proper mining hardware and
software to be "a part of a Bitcoin mining pool").

82 See id. ("The software delivers the work to the miners and receives the
completed work from the miners and relays that information back to the
blockchain and [the] mining pool.").

83 DE FILIPPi & WRIGHT, supra note 30, at 23.

84 See id. at 25 (highlighting that this process occurs when a valid hash for the

block is created).

8 Id. at 22.

86 See id. at 22-23 (providing an example of the sequential creation of blocks in
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hash.8 7 Hashing is the process by which a grouping of digital data is converted into
a single "number" (an alphanumeric string), a hash.8 The hash serves as the

unique identifier of the source data or a digital fingerprint of the source data that
cannot be altered.8 9 The data includes the particular transaction and also the hash
of the previous block in the chain.90 When a subsequent block is added, it too
references the hash for the previous block, and so on.91 To change one block, every
block that came before it would also need to be changed.92 Therefore, each

subsequent block is interrelated with every block that preceded it. This
interrelatedness is recognized as an essential result of blockchain technology that

enables resilience and censorship resistance.93

1. Ethereum

The Ethereum Network is a fully decentralized, public blockchain

conceived by Vitalik Buterin in early 2013,94 co-founded by Buterin, Gavin Wood

the chain).

87 Id. at 23.

See id. at 22 (describing the hash as "a unique fingerprint... of all
transactions contained in that block").

89 Id. at 22

90 Id.

91 See id. at 23 (providing a visual example of this process).

92 See id. (noting this as a security feature because all blocks in the chain are
consistently verified with each other); see also Merkle Tree, INVESTOPEDIA,

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/m/merkle-tree.asp
[http://perma.cc/FV29-7XWN] (last updated Feb. 2,2018) (defining this
feature as that of a Merkle Tree and describing the process of creating a hash
allowing someone to view a transaction in the context of the chain as it
existed at that time, before it, and after it).

93 See DE FILIPPI & WRIGHT, supra note 30, at 23 (explaining that this system
"makes it difficult to add information to the Bitcoin blockchain and even
harder to modify or delete information once it has been saved" because the
change can only come "through collective effort").

94 Buterin first introduced his concept for Ethereum in a white paper, A Next-
Generation Smart Contract and Decentralized Application Platform, in 2013. See A
Next-Generation Smart Contract and Decentralized Application Platform, GITHUB,

https://github.com/ethereum/wiki/wiki/White-Paper [http://perma.cc/E3QF-
XHYE] (last visited Feb. 27, 2019) [hereinafter BUTERIN WHITE PAPER].
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and Jeffrey Wilck, 95 and developed by a formidable programmer community. 6 It
was developed to provide a robust infrastructure for decentralized applications

(dApps) and other programmable software known as smart contracts, discussed

in greater depth in Section B.2.9 Buterin announced his plans to develop and
launch Ethereum at the North American Bitcoin Conference in early 2014.98

Ethereum embarked on a capital raise by means of an initial coin offering (ICO)

In the Buterin White Paper, he explains:

What Ethereum intends to provide is a blockchain with a built-
in fully fledged Turing-complete programming language that
can be used to create "contracts" that can be used to encode
arbitrary state transition functions, allowing users to create any
of the systems described above, as well as many others that we
have not yet imagined, simply by writing up the logic in a few
lines of code. Id.

95 See What is Ethereum?, ETHEREUM HOMESTEAD DOCUMENTATION,

http://ethdocs.org/en/latest/introduction/what-is-ethereum.html
[http://perma.cc/P8JS-FXHT] (last visited Feb. 27, 2019)

96 For example, the Ethereum Foundation supports robust engagement on
Reddit (429,000 members), Github, Twitter, StackExchange, and Gitter, and
disseminates critical information via its. See @ethereum, TWITER,
https://twitter.com/ethereum [http://perma.cc/GC8D-CMCM] (last visited
Feb. 23, 2019); Ethereum Foundation Blog, ETHEREUM FOUND.: ETHEREUM BLOG,
https://blog.ethereum.org/ [http://perma.cc/3BEE-7ZJ3] (last visited Mar. 29,
2019); Ethereum, GITHUB, https://github.com/ethereum
[http://perma.cc/79BM-2M3U] (last visited Feb. 23, 2019) [hereinafter Github
Ethereum]; Ethereum, GITTER, https://gitter.im/ethereum/home
[http://perma.cc/6Y6H-URLG] (last visited Feb. 23, 2019) [hereinafter Gitter
Ethereum]; Ethereum, STACKEXCHANGE, https://ethereum.stackexchange.com
[http://perma.cc/X253-9NLS] (last visited Feb. 23, 2019) [hereinafter
StackExchange Ethereum]; riethereum, REDDIT,
https://www.reddit.comr/ethereum [http://perma.cc/HHT2-GGK5] (last
visited Feb. 23, 2019).

97 For a short but illuminating history of cryptocurrency before Bitcoin and the
workings and goals of the Ethereum, Network, read the Buterin White
Paper. See generally BUTERIN WHITE PAPER, supra note 94; see also Gerring,
supra note 59 (providing a history of the creation of Ethereum and its early
proof-of-concept workings).

98 See DE FILIPPI & WRIGHT, supra note 30, at 27 (explaining that Ethereum was
announced in February 2014).
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from July 22 to August 30, 2014.99 The Ethereum project ultimately raised $15.5

million and went on to launch the project on July 30, 2015.100

The Bitcoin blockchain's code provides, primarily, a set of pre-defined

operations (e.g., for Bitcoin transactions).10 1 In contrast, Ethereum is touted as

being not just a platform but also a programming language running on a

blockchain.102 Ethereum is best understood as a suite of protocols.0 3 The suite

includes the Ethereum Virtual Machine and its own P2P network that updates and

maintains the Ethereum ledger of Ether transactions and smart contract

operations.04 Each network node, therefore, becomes a "small virtual machine"

within the larger distributed network to both sync the Ethereum ledger and to

execute smart contracts in a way that is analogous to how a personal computer

99 See Jimmy Aki, Ethereum Founder Vitalik Buterin Receives Honorary Doctorate,

BrrcoIN MAG. (Nov. 30,2018 12:12 PM),
https://bitcoinmagazine.com/articles/ethereum-founder-vitalik-buterin-
receives-honorary-doctorate/ [http://perma.cc/R3CQ-YRM9].

100 See id.

101 See Prableen Bajpai, Bitcoin Vs Ethereum: Driven by Different Purposes,

INVESTOPEDIA,

https://www.investopedia.com/articles/investing/031416/bitcoin-vs-
ethereum-driven-different-purposes.asp [http://perma.cc/FN7W-DSL7] (last

updated Feb. 15, 2019) (explaining that blockchains generally are "public

ledger[s] of all transactions in a given system that [have] ever been

executed").

102 See id. (noting "the primary purpose of Ether is not to establish itself as a

payment alternative" but instead to be a platform based on a newer different
programming language allowing others to create their own applications

using its language). Note, although the Bitcoin blockchain was not created to

support smart contracts, it is capable of supporting programmable code. See

Yes, Bitcoin Can Do Smart Contracts and Particl Demonstrates How, B1TCOIN
MAG., https://bitcoinmagazine.com/articles/yes-bitcoin-can-do-smart-
contracts-and-particl-demonstrates-how/ [http://perma.cc/3TP7-Y94E] (last

visited Feb. 23, 2019) (explaining use of the "bitcoin protocol" to itself create
smart contracts).

103 See What is Ethereum?, supra note 95 (explaining that "Ethereum in the

narrow sense refers to a suite of protocols that define a platform for

decentralised applications").

104 See id. (identifying the Ethereum Virtual Machine as the heart of Ethereum
and the inclusion of a peer-to-peer network protocol within the technology

through which the nodes update and maintain the database).
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runs software.05

The design behind Ethereum is based on five principles: simplicity, 106

universality,07 modularity,108  agility,109 and non-discrimination/censorship-
resistance.110 Ethereum relies currently on PoW to achieve node consensus,
although at the time of publication of this Article, the Ethereum developer
community is aggressively pursuing a transition from PoW to PoS via its Casper
protocol.1 11

105 See id. (explaining that because every network node runs the EVM and

executes the same protocol instructions, "Ethereum is sometimes described
evocatively as a 'world computer"').

106 See BuTERiN WHITE PAPER, supra note 94 (explaining the "Ethereum protocol

should be as simple as possible, even at the cost of some data storage or time
inefficiency").

107 See id. (explaining the protocol intentionally foregoes specific features to

instead provide "an internal Turing-complete scripting language, which a
programmer can use to construct any smart contract or transaction type that
can be mathematically defined").

108 See id. (explaining that the protocol is designed to be as separable as possible
"so as to benefit the entire cryptocurrency ecosystem, not just itself").

109 The protocol is intentionally dynamic in order to integrate, albeit

judiciously, modifications to, for example, improve functionality or
scalability. See id.

I1o See id. ("[T]he protocol should not attempt to actively restrict or prevent

specific categories of usage.").

111 See What is Ethereum Casper Protocol?, supra note 77 ("Casper is the POS
protocol that Ethereum has chosen to go with."). Zamfir is a leading
researcher at the Ethereum Foundation and Casper development lead
programmer. See Christine Kim, CasperLabs Is Building a PoS Blockchain with
Help from Ethereum's Vlad Zamfir, COINDESK, (Feb 22, 2019)
https://www.coindesk.com/casperlabs-is-building-a-pos-blockchain-with-
help-from-ethereums-vlad-zamfir [https://perma.cc/6X4W-MUHS]. Casper is
Ethereum's PoS consensus solution. See id. The foundation's mission is "to
promote and support Ethereum platform and base layer research,
development and education to bring decentralized protocols and tools to the
world that empower developers to produce next generation decentralized
applications (dapps), and together build a more globally accessible, more
free and more trustworthy Internet." About the Ethereum Foundation,
ETHEREUM FouND. https://www.ethereum.org/foundation
[http://perma.cc/SN3D-VUS9] (last visited Feb. 25, 2019).
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2. Smart Contracts

Unlike the Bitcoin blockchain, which was developed primarily to record

Bitcoin transfers,1' 2 Buterin developed Ethereum to do more."3 In addition to

enabling the transfer of Ether, its native cryptocurrency,"4 Ethereum runs self-

executing software programming language, facilitated by the brain-child of Nick

Szabo, the smart contract."5 In 1994, Szabo, a computer scientist and cypherpunk,

first proposed the concept of self-executing code.116 In 1995, he officially

112 See DE FILIPPI & WRIGHT, supra note 30, at 20 (explaining the goal of the

underlying technology was to "validate and maintain a record of all Bitcoin
transactions").

113 Ethereum is considered, by some, to be a "more advanced blockchain"
because it supports decentralized computing systems (distributed virtual
machine) "and Turing-complete programming languages enabling parties to
write and deploy smart-contract programs." DE FrLiPpi & WRIGHT, supra note
29 at 3; see also BUTERIN WHITE PAPER, supra note 94 (describing Ethereum as
using the "Turing-complete programming" to allow for an easy creation of
smart contracts). The Buterin White Paper details numerous use cases (i.e.,
applications) that include: token systems, financial derivatives and stable-
value currencies, identity and reputation systems, decentralized file storage,

decentralized autonomous organizations (DAOs), savings wallets,
insurance, decentralized data feed, smart multisig escrow, P2P gambling,
prediction markets, and on-chain decentralized market places. Id.

114 See BuTERN WHrrIE PAPER, supra note 94 (explaining that "'Ether' is the main
internal crypto-fuel of Ethereum, and is used to pay transaction fees .... In
general, there are two types of accounts: externally owned accounts,
controlled by private keys, and contract accounts, controlled by their
contract code").

115 Szabo also theorized about Bit Gold, a cryptocurrency, ten years before

Satoshi Nakamoto released Bitcoin. See Paul Andrew, Who Is Nick Szabo?,
COINCENTRAL (Apr. 15, 2018), https://coincentral.com/who-is-nick-szabo/
[http://perma.cc/SC2B-Y9VM] ("I started thinking about the analogy
between difficult-to-solve problems and the difficulty of mining gold. If a
puzzle took time and energy to solve, then it could be considered to have
value. The solution could then be given to someone as a digital coin."). Due
to these early musings about cryptocurencies and the future of digital
economies, it is often rumored that Szabo is actually Satoshi! See id.

116 See DE FILIPPI & WRIGHT, supra note 30, at 73 (detailing how Szabo first

detailed how smart contracts could theoretically be created using
cryptographic technology that would bind parties to complete the terms of
an agreement).
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introduced the term "smart contract" into cypherpunk lexicon in his Smart

Contracts Glossary.11 7 He defined the term as:

A set of promises, including protocols within which the parties
perform on the other promises. The protocols are usually
implemented with programs on a computer network, or in other
forms of digital electronics, thus these contracts are "smarter" than
their paper-based ancestors. No use of artificial intelligence is
implied.

118

Szabo touted the superiority of smart contracts over "their inanimate
paper-based ancestors" as being "far more functional."1 9 He envisioned a time
when smart contracts would disintermediate the legal profession by replacing

traditional areas of law that are "manual, local and often uncertain" with the law
of code he described as "automated, global and predicable in their operations."20

Lead Ethereum researcher, Vlad Zamfir, provides a counter-narrative. He
challenges Szabo's assumptions and assertions in a 2019 provocative article titled,

117 Nick Szabo, Smart Contracts Glossary, ARCHIVE.TODAY (1995),

https://archive.fo/fcx3l [http://perma.cc/W69Q-XFUFI [hereinafter Glossary].

118 Id.

119 Nick Szabo, Smart Contracts: Building Blocks for Digital Markets, UNIV.

AMsTERDAM (1996),
http://www.fon.hum.uva.nl/rob/Courses/InformationlnSpeech/CDROM/Lite
rature/LOTwinterschool2006/szabo.best.vwh.net/smart contracts_2.htnl
[http://perma.cc/9NGH-M4WR] [hereinafter Building Blocks]. Szabo describes
formal legal contracts as "wet" because they are interpreted differently
depending on local laws and jurisdictions and they can be very difficult to
enforce. See Nick Szabo, Wet Code and Dry, BLOGGER: UNENUMERATED (Aug.
24, 2008), https://unenumerated.blogspot.com/2006/11/wet-code-and-
dry.html [https://perma.cc/J5G8-2WXW] [hereinafter Wet Code and Dry]. He
describes smart contracts as "dry" because they are "precise," "securely
stored on a blockchain" and, therefore, immutable. Id.; see also Andrew, supra
note 115.

120 Michael Del Castillo, Relax Lawyers, Nick Szabo Says Smart Contracts Won't

Kill Jobs, COINDESK, https://www.coindesk.com/nick-szabo-lawyers-jobs-
safe-in-smart-contract-era [http://perma.cc/GCU9-XFSK] (last updated Aug.
11, 2017).
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Against Szabo's Law, For A New Crypto Legal System.121 In this article, Zamfir

excoriated Szabo's views about the rule of law as "radically anti-legal crypto law"

that "is too radically anti-legal to be part of a sensible crypto legal system."122

A real-world example, if not a "primitive ancestor," often used to explain

smart contracts is the vending machine.12 Vending machines are coded to release

product immediately on receipt of payment and, if necessary, to return change for

overpayment."4 The process, reduced to the "ones and zeroes" of code, is fully

automated requiring no human interaction or intervention to complete the entire

transaction."21

121 Vlad Zamfir, Against Szabo's Law, For a New Crypto Legal System, MEDIUM (Jan.

26, 2019), https://medium.com/@Vlad-Zamfir/against-szabos-law-for-a-
new-crypto-legal-system-d00d0f3d3827 [http://perma.cc/6KH5-SG4Z].

122 Id.

123 See Nick Szabo, The Idea of Smart Contracts, ARCHIVE.TODAY (1997),
https://archive.fo/20DNf#selection-213.275-217.335 [http://perma.cc/MPF8-

GZME] [hereinafter Idea of Smart Contracts]. In Idea of Smart Contracts, Szabo

explains:

Within a limited amount of potential loss (the amount
in the till should be less than the cost of breaching the
mechanism), the machine takes in coins, and via a simple
mechanism ... dispense change and product according to
the displayed price. The vending machine is a contract
with bearer: anybody with coins can participate in an

exchange with the vendor. The lockbox and other security

mechanisms protect the stored coins and contents from
attackers, sufficiently to allow profitable deployment of

vending machines in a wide variety of areas.

Smart contracts go beyond the vending machine in
proposing to embed contracts in all sorts of property that
is valuable and controlled by digital means. Smart
contracts reference that property in a dynamic, often
proactively enforced form, and provide much better
observation and verification where proactive measures
must fall short.

Id.

124 See Building Blocks, supra note 119 (describing how vending machines work

and comparing their functionality to smart contracts).

2 DE FILIPPI & Wright, supra note 30, at 74-75 (explaining smart contracts as

autonomous, self-executing coded contracts, therefore not requiring human

interaction past the first triggering event).
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Ethereum tracks two types of accounts: externally owned accounts (EOAs)
controlled by human beings, and contract accounts run by self-executing code,
referred to more commonly as smart contracts.12 6 The code in a contract account
executes when-and only when-a transaction is sent to that account.127 This
means that the self-executing code deploys only when prompted to do so by an
external account.128 Further, "[u]sers can create new contracts by deploying code
to the blockchain."129

3. Fungibility

Like their physical counterparts, crypto assets have a number of
characteristics, including whether or not a crypto asset is fungible or non-
fungible.130 Fungibility is a characteristic of an asset that determines whether or
not items or quantities of the same or similar type are exchangeable and of equal
value when transferred or utilized.131 If they are the same or similar, they are
fungible. However, non-fungible assets are unique.132 This definition holds true

126 What is Ethereum?, supra note 95.

127 See id. ("Contract accounts only perform an operation when instructed to do

so by an EOA.").

128 See id.

129 Id.

130 See Fungible Tokens vs. Non-Fungible Tokens, BLOCKCHAINHUB (Sept. 23,2018),

https://blockchainhub.net/blog/blog/nfts-fungible-tokens-vs-non-fungible-
tokens/ [https://perma.cc/TKZ3-U3MU]; see also Don Tapscott, 2018
Blockchain Regulation Roundtable: Addressing the Regulatory Challenges of
Disruptive Innovation, BLOCKCHAIN RES. INST., Dec. 3, 2018, at 1, 31-32
(explaining author, blockchain ecosystem thought-leader and keynote
speaker, Alex Tapscott's speech at the Inaugural Blockland Cleveland
Convention, on December 3, 2018, wherein he detailed at least seven distinct
cryptographicaily-secured digital assets as follows: (1) currencies (e.g.,
Bitcoin); (2) platform tokens (e.g.,ERC-20 tokens); (3) utility tokens (e.g.,
Filecoin); (4) security tokens (debenture, smart swap, option, smart futures,
bond, equity); (5) natural asset tokens (tokenized, real world assets like oil or
real estate); (6) cryptocollectibles (e.g., ERC-721 tokens like Cryptokitties);
and (7) crypto fiat currencies and stable coins).

131 See Definition of Fungible, MERRLAM-WEBSTER, https://www.merriam-

webster.com/dictionary/fungible [https://perma.cc/BPZ2-2GP7] (last visited
Feb. 25, 2019).

132 See ERc-721, http://erc721.org/ [https://perma.cc/6CJR-YWKR] (last visited

Feb. 25, 2019).
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whether the asset is entirely physical, entirely digital, or a physical asset that is

tokenized - that is, a real world asset like real property or intellectual property

represented as a crypto asset.133 Additionally, "[s]imilar to how the value of a

commodity is related to its scarcity, the value of a collectible item to a collector is

connected to its rareness among other items."134 Non-fungible assets derive their

value from their uniqueness, scarcity and, of course, demand.

a. ERC-20: Fungible tokens135

Ethereum Request for Comments (ERC) is a proposal for application-level
standards and conventions whereby developers recommend a change or token

standard and seek input from the Ethereum community to further refine the

technical specifications and develop, ultimately, a formal Ethereum Improvement

Proposal (EIP) for support and adoption by the community into the software

protocol.136 The number attached to a particular ERC references a specific
standard.37 For example, ERC-20 is the final token standard for fungible third

133 NFTs can include digital collectibles like a Cryptokitty, digital works of art
(a/k/a "crypto art") like the work of artist moxarra from the "Creeps &
Weirdos" collection, and tokenized physical works of art, real estate or even
legal documents.

134 Gerald Nash, The Anatomy of ERC721: Understanding Non-Fungible Ethereum

Tokens, MEDIUM: CRYPTO CURRENTLY (Dec. 23, 2017),
https://medium.com/crypto-currently/the-anatomy-of-erc721-e9db77abfc24
[https://perma.cc/MJ33-WSLD].

135 See generally Fabian Vogelsteller & Vitalik Buterin, ERC-20 Token Standard,

GITHuB: ETHEREUM (Nov. 19, 2015),
https://github.com/ethereum/ErPs/blob/master/EIPS/eip-20.md
[https://perma.cc/A4BU-3UMP] (providing a technical explanation of the
ERC-20 standard and its Ethereum Improvement Proposal (EIIP) history).

136 See Martin Becze et al., EIP Purpose and Guidelines, GrHUB: ETHEREUM (Feb. 1,

2017), https://github.com/ethereum/EIPs/blob/master/EIPS/eip-l.md
[https://perma.cc/7-MF-S5HG] (defining EIP as: "[a] design document
providing information to the Ethereum community, or describing a new
feature for Ethereum or its processes or environment. The EIP should
provide a concise technical specification of the feature and a rationale for the
feature. The EIP author is responsible for building consensus within the
community and documenting dissenting opinions").

137 See Anujit K. Mukhopadhyay, The Ultimate List of ERC Standards You Need To

Know, 101 BLOcCHAINS (July 22, 2018), https://0lblockchains.com/erc-
standards/ [https://perma.cc/B6FE-HEVT] (describing nine key ERC
standards relevant for individuals planning to issue Ethereum-based
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party tokens recorded on the Ethereum blockchain.138 The ERC-20 standard
provides a common list of the minimum coding instructions necessary to create a
token that is consistent with the general class of identical (fungible) tokens.3 9

b. ERC-721: Non-fungible tokens

ERC-721 is a finalized coding standard interface for non-fungible tokens,
referred to early on as deeds, evidencing ownership of both wholly digital crypto
assets and physical assets represented in token form (i.e., tokenized assets).40 The
authors of the ERC-721 standard were inspired by the ERC-20 token standard to
leverage the two years of experience after EIP-20 to reflect on ERC-20's limitations
and innovate beyond it to a new standard.41 Each ERC-721 is distinct (non-
fungible), whereas each of a quantity of ERC-20 tokens is identical (fungible).1 42

tokens).

138 See Token Tracker: Ethereum Token Market Capitalization, ETHERSCAN,
https://etherscan.io/tokens [https://perma.cc/7RMD-M9Q9] (last visited Feb.
25, 2019) (detailing a complete list of ERC-20 tokens).

139 See Mukhopadhyay, supra note 137.

140 See William Entriken et al., ERC-721 Non-Fungible Token Standard, GrrHuB:
ETHEREUM (Jan. 24, 2018),
https://github.com/ethereum/ElPs/blob/master/EIPS/eip-721.md
[https://perma.cc/4W3L-G8F5].This standard was introduced in 2017 by
AxiomZen to support its CryptoKitties application and to encourage the
development of many other uses. The standard was finalized on January 14,
2018. Three projects were developed during beta testing: CryptoCelebrities,
CryptoKitties and EtherTulips. See ERc-721, supra note 132.

141 See Entriken, supra note 140 (explaining that ERC-721 was developed to track
NFTs, which are non-fungible assets, unlike the assets tracked using the
ERC-20 standard, which are fungible).

142 See id.; see also ERC-721, supra note 132 (describing ERC -721 as follows:

[A] free, open standard that describes how to build non-
fungible or unique tokens on the Ethereum blockchain.
While most tokens are fungible (every token is the same as
every other token), ERC-721 tokens are all unique. Think of
them like rare, one-of-a-kind collectables. ERC-721 defines
a minimum interface a smart contract must implement to
allow unique tokens to be managed, owned, and traded. It
does not mandate a standard for token metadata or restrict
adding supplemental functions.
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4. Creative Digital Asset Owner Dilemma

Copyright holders were rightly concerned about the proliferation of

unauthorized copies of digital works.143 Without technological measures to

prevent access or exploitation, consumers could easily create and disseminate

perfect digital copies without consuming their own. In contrast to the lack of

digital scarcity and rampant infringement ushered in by digital technology and
P2P networks via the centralized web, blockchain's Internet of value actually
makes ownership of digitally scarce assets possible.1" This advent provides a

solution for those concerns in ways legislation and technological measures have
failed to do by fundamentally re-ordering the relationship of creator and
consumer to digital creativity.

A number of blockchain projects, including DADA.NYC, are seeking to

raise the profile, value and esteem of digital art by solving for a chronic, vexing
limitation: the duplication problem in the digital age.145 Much like Satoshi's
double-spend concern, I assert that the concern of innovators in this space is to
eliminate the ability of unauthorized copyists and counterfeiters to create or to sell

counterfeit copies of their creative works.

IV. CRYPTOKITTIES CASE STUDY FOR GAMING AND DIGITAL ART

Part IV highlights Cryptokitties as a case study of the author's thesis, as

143 See Addison Cameron-Huff, How Tokenization Is Putting Real-World Assets on

Blockchains, NASDAQ (Mar. 30, 2017, 2:58PM),

https://www.nasdaq.com/article/how-tokenization-is-putting-real-world-
assets-on-blockchains-cm767952.

144 See Digital Asset Basics, FIDELITY INV.,

https://www.fidelitydigitalassets.com/digital-asset-basics
[https://perma.cc/G6QE-YN341 (last visited Feb. 25, 2019).

145 For example, the DADA.NYC digital art gallery displays and sells rare
purely digital art represented in ERC-721 tokens. See DADA Descontrol: our
first visual conversation collection, DADA.NYC, https://dada.nyc/artgallery
[https://perma.cc/R754-RBKE] (last visited Feb. 25, 2019). See also Steven
Buchko, An Insider's Guide to the Best Decentralized Art Galleries, COIN
CENTRAL (Apr. 10, 2018), https://coincentral.com/best-decentralized-art-
galleries/ [https://perma.cc/QL8X-6UVA] (exemplifying decentralized art
galleries). See also CryptoArt, https://cryptoart.com/
[https://perma.cc/92AH-285S] (last visited May 22, 2019); Steven Buchko, Top
Six Blockchain Art Projects, COINCENTRAL (March 26, 2018),

https://coincentral.com/top-six-blockchain-art-projects/
[https://perma.cc/LU4U-PZZ7].
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well as NFT uses in the digital art industries. Part IV then examines and critiques
the Nifty License, established by Axiom Zen, creators of the Cryptokitties game.146

That license expressly sets forth the rights of creative NFT creators and NFT
owners.147 The license makes clear that NFT creators hold strong rights to access,
share, and use and otherwise exploit creative rights associated with an NFT.14

Finally, Part IV briefly summarizes other promising use cases in the gaming and
digital arts industries that involve native user-generated creative crypto assets.

Cryptokitties, the first blockchain project to utilize the ERC-721 standard
successfully, is an Ethereum-based digital collectible gaming platform in which
players can buy, sell, trade, and breed digital cats that the user actually owns.149

Cryptokitties became all the rage-and virtually crippled the Ethereum
Network-at the end of 2017.1-° Genesis, Founder and Fancy Cats led the "scarcity
breeds value" charge, with one crypto cat selling for over $140,000.51 And recently,
a rare dragon-tailed cryptokitty sold for 600 ETH ($170,000).152

146 See License, NFT LICENSE, https://www.niftylicense.org

[https://perma.cc/X4JK-VQQ7] (last visited Feb. 25, 2019). The license sets
forth NFT ownership of the token as follows: "You acknowledge and agree
that Creator (or, as applicable, its licensors) owns all legal right, title and
interest in and to the Art, and all intellectual property rights therein. The
rights that you have in and to the Art are limited to those described in this
License. Creator reserves all rights in and to the Art not expressly granted to
you in this License." Id.

147 Id.

148 Id.

149 See also NONFUNGIBLE.COM, https://nonfungible.com/

[https://perma.ccV5YK-U947] (last visited Feb. 25, 2019) (listing other ERC-
721 tokens, including Decentraland, CryptoPunks, Cryptomon and so forth);
see generally CRYPToKrrrEs, https://www.cryptokitties.co/
[https://perma.cc/Q246-88EY (last visited Feb. 25, 2019).

1m Olga Kharif, CryptoKitties Mania Overwhelms Ethereum Network's Processing,
BLOOMBERG: TECH. (Dec. 4, 2017, 12:36 PM),
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-12-04/cryptokitties-quickly-

becomes-most-widely-used-ethereum-app [https://perma.cc/SHP8-LY86]
(last updated Dec. 4, 2017, 6:52 PM).

151 Elisa Mala, Who Spends $140,000 on a CryptoKitty?, N.Y. TIMES (May 18, 2018),

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/05/18/style/cryptokitty-auction.html

[https://perma.cc/Q5RB-X8U8].

152 See Chuong Nguyen, Cat Got Your Wallet?: CryptoKitties Virtual Feline Fetches

$170K in Crypto Cash, DIG. Trends (Sept. 5, 2018, 2:04 PM),
https://www.digitaltrends.com/computing/dragon-cryptokitties-most-
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Almost as quickly as the Cryptokitties star rose, it plummeted, proving to
be as volatile as its fungible counterpart.153 Daily user rates plummeted to merely

hundreds, leading many crypto purists, commentators, and game enthusiasts to

question its viability and relevance.5 4 Nonetheless, the game was the first

successful use of the ERC-721, which AxiomZen developers created to address the

limitations of the fungible token standard when a unique, scarce, indestructible
digital asset is contemplated.5 5 Each cryptokitty, unlike a dollar, apple, or the

proverbial widget, is unique and, therefore, non-fungible.

Part of the Cryptokitties hysteria, reminiscent of the Beanie Babies craze
that began in the late nineties,5 6 reflects the unique mix of preprogrammed, finite

characteristics of cryptokitties.157 Some are rarer and, therefore, more highly

coveted, within the crypto gaming community.53 Accordingly, certain-perhaps
the majority of- cryptokitties have little to no value, although others are valued

in the tens of thousands of dollars.59 In fact, one person reportedly made more

expensive-virtual-cat/ [https://perma.cc/SZ4Z-DDFZ].

13 See Kyle Wood & Taylor Lindman, Why the Next CryptoKitties Mania Won't
Be About Collectibles, TECHCRUNCH (Aug. 21, 2018),
https://techcrunch.com/2018/08/21/why-the-next-cryptokitties-mania-wont-
be-about-collectables/ [https://perma.cc/S9NU-5WCH].

154 See CryptoKitties Craze Slows Down Transactions on Ethereum, BBC NEWS (Dec.
5, 2017), http://www.bbc.com/news/technology-42237162
[https://perma.cc/2DNF-ER5J].

155 See CryptoKitties: Collectible and Breedable Cats Empowered by Blockchain
Technology 8, https://drive.google.com/file/d/Isoo-
eAaJHzhwXhFGMJp3VNcQoM43byS/view [https://perma.cc/989V-GYKJ]
(last visited Feb. 22, 2019) [hereinafter Collectible and Breedable Cats].

156 See Dave Barry, Classic' 98: PSSST! Great Investment Advice!, MIAMI HERALD

(July 12, 1998), https://www.miamiherald.com/living/liv-colunnis
blogs/dave-barry/article210157539.html [https://perma.cc/U86M-VNZ6] (last
updated May 7, 2018, 3:25 PM).

157 See Collectible and Breedable Cats, supra note 155, at 6.

158 In fact, valuation websites have cropped up to assist cryptokitty owners

value their "catfolio." See, e.g., Prices, KrrTY EXPLORER,

https://www.kittyexplorer.com/prices/ [https:H/perma.cc/DG3N-Q77P] (last
visited Mar. 9, 2019); KrTYCALC.CO, https://kittycalc.co/

[https://perma.cc/W7YH-LTTX] (last visited Mar. 9, 2019).

159 See Shannon Liao, This Man Has Made More Money Trading Cryptokitties Than
Investing in His IRA, THE VERGE (Dec. 13, 2017),
https://www.theverge.com/2017/12/13/16754266/cryptokitties-ethereum-
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money selling his cryptokitties than investing in his IRA.260
The meteoric rise in popularity of scarce, unique digital assets in the

blockchain ecosystem presents compelling legal and economic questions of
ownership, transfer, and enforceability, especially when those unique digital
assets are literary or artistic creations fixed in a tangible medium. This emerging
sub-asset class, within the larger class of crypto assets, redefines settled notions of
copyright ownership, licensing, termination, and inheritance issues. Like
blockchain's distributed ledger technology, crypto assets built on the rails of
blockchain protocols transcend borders and national frameworks for the
protection, exploitation, and inheritance of digital creative assets.

A. NIFTY LICENSE

AxiomZen introduced the nifty license, a term that evolved out of the
pronunciation of "NFT," to help define the rights of both ERC-721 owners and
artists and creators working with NFTs.161 One goal was to clarify and protect the
copyright of UCAs creatives by noting what NFT owners are not permitted to do
with art associated with their NFT.162 Another was to provide "[UCA] users the
freedom and flexibility to fully enjoy their non-fungible token" without fear of
legal reprisal in the form of a copyright infringement lawsuit involving art
associated with an NFT or an artistic NFT, as in the case of crypto art displayed
and sold by DADA.NYC. 163 The license is suggested, but not required, to either
implement the ERC-721 standard or hold NFTs.'6 In that way, the nifty license
operates in ways analogous to open source software and creative commons
licenses with which computer science and technology industries are already
familiar.165

ether-game-cats [https://perma.cc/G6JF-7VFP].

160 See id.

161 See Intro, Subpage to NFT LICENSE, https://www.niftylicense.org

[https://perma.cc/X4JK-VQQ7] (last visited Feb. 22, 2019).

162 See id.

163 See License, Subpage to NFT LICENSE, https://www.niftylicense.org/

[http://perma.cc/B38X-3GLK] (last updated Nov. 5, 2018); see also DADA
Descontrol, supra note 145.

164 Intro, supra note 161; see, e.g., DADA Descontrol, supra note 145.

165 See David McGowan, Legal Implications of Open-Source Software, 2001 U. ILL.

L. REV. 241, 243, 245 (2001).
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B. OTHER ERC-721 USE CASES

Although Cryptokitties was the first use case, the standard authors

suggested and envisioned many other applications for ERC-721. Three uses were

expressly noted in the EIP: physical property (e.g., houses, unique artwork),
virtual collectables (e.g., collectable cards), and negative value assets (e.g., loans,

burdens and other responsibilities).166 Additionally, some have suggested use of

ERC-721 for securitized investment products.167

One area of development most relevant to this Article is that of crypto art

and crypto art galleries. A prominent example is the "creeps & weirdos" line of

rare digital drawings displayed and sold at DADA NYC.168 Buyers must use Ether

to purchase the art, which, upon payment, is automatically transferred via smart

contract 69 in the form of an NFT token. The funds are shared between the artist

166 See Entriken et al., supra note 140.

167 See Simon Kertonegoro, How Ethereum ERC-1115 Token Standard May Bring a

New Age Digital Asset Ownership, CRYPTOSLATE (Nov. 28, 2018),
https://cryptoslate.com/how-ethereum-erc-1115-token-standard-may-bring-
a-new-age-digital-asset-ownership/ [https://perma.ccJ5VA-Q3SV]; see also

Wood & Lindman, supra note 153. Wood & Lindman also discuss exotic
tokens in development that incorporate aspects of ERC-20 and ERC-721:

More exotic token standards, such as ERC-420 and ERC-998,
offer insights into the potential of NFTs and quasi-NFTs. Tokens

compliant with these exotic token standards will have unique

functions that make them well suited for a variety of use cases.
For example, in games, ERC-998-compliant tokens could

represent characters that carry consumable rations (ERC-20

tokens) and non-fungible weapons (ERC-721 tokens) or, in

commerce, classes of these tokens could be used for tiered
membership programs or in the creation of markets in securities

products.

16 See A New Way for DADA Part I, DADA (Oct. 1, 2017)
http://blog.dada.nyc/2017/10/a-new-way-for-dada-part-i/

[https://perma.cc/8XKB-RAZA]; A New Way for DADA Part II, DADA (Nov.
6, 2017) http://blog.dada.nyc/2017/11/a-new-way-for-dada-part-ii/

[https://perma.cc/F2FM-EBKRI; A New Way for DADA Part III, DADA (Nov.

7, 2017) http://blog.dada.nyc/2017/11/a-new-way-for-dada-part-iii/
[https://perma.cc/UL3J-3RSK]; see generally DADA Descontrol, supra note 145

(encouraging digital art aficionados to collect rare drawings).

169 See Dada's Smart Contract Project, GYTHUB,

https://github.com/powerdada/dada-sc [https://perma.cc/F4E3-H7G3] (last
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and platform, which uses its share of the profits to fund development of the
platform and community art projects.1 70 One might consider DADA.NYC an
intermediary. Nonetheless, the artists clearly are empowered by the transparency
of the process, as the amount and timing of artists' remuneration is fixed, reliable,
and self-executing, due to the very nature of ERC-721 functionality and smart
contract technology.171 The artist is also protected against counterfeiting.172 The
token may not be transferred except by transfer from one-and only one-
Ethereum wallet to another.173

V. COPYRIGHT AND CREATIVE CRYPTO ASSETS

Part V views creative crypto assets through a copyright lens. Part VI
highlights the ways creative UCA holders may be better situated to protect and
leverage copyright than pre-blockchain holders of digital goods due to the self-
sovereign control that creative UCAs embody.

The authority for Congress to regulate copyright is found in the
Intellectual Property Clause of the United States Constitution.1 7 4 This clause
provides that the copyright monopoly is necessary to incentivize the production
and dissemination of creatives work "[t]o promote the progress of science ... by
securing for limited times to authors.., the exclusive right to their... writings. 175

The copyright regime "is designed to produce an ecology that nurtures
the creation, dissemination, and enjoyment of works of authorship."176 When
functioning at its optimal balance between exclusive rights and societal progress,
the copyright monopoly "encourages creators to generate new works."177 The
economic incentive is realized by the author in the control enjoyed over the
exclusive right to copy, adapt, distribute, publicly perform, and publicly display

visited Feb. 25, 2019) (DADA.NYC's smart contract library).

170 See DADA Descontrol, supra note 145.

171 See id.

172 See Art Acacia, Art & Technology: How to Use Blockchain to Authenticate Art?,

MEDIUM (July 2, 2018), https://medium.com/codame-art-tech/art-technology-
how-to-use-blockchain-to-authenticate-art-111b39820076

[https://perma.cc/779V-5MYX].

173 Id.

174 U.S. CONST. art. I, § 8, cl. 8.

175 Id.

176 Litman, supra note 25, at 8.

177 Id.
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the work.178 Given the difficulty most creators have experienced in fully realizing
the economic benefits in Web 2.0's copy, paste, and share reality, this Article
asserts that the current U.S. copyright statute is failing to reach its optimal balance.
The law, in practice, seems woefully out of sync with its theoretical
underpinnings.

179

Copyright is big business. Studies show that economic contributions of
copyright-intensive industries generate over a trillion dollars annually.180 So why
do creators find themselves on the rough side of the economic mountain? Because
even when they succeed in securing the book, movie, or music deal, they earn only
a small share of the revenues, and enjoy little, if any, cognizable control over the
exploitation of their work. Intermediaries -many of whom engage in substantial
rent seeking behavior181 -retain the lion's share of profits and power.182

American copyright law-like its English predecessor, the Statute of

178 See 17 U.S.C. 106(1)-(5) (2012).

179 Litman, supra note 25, at 9 (noting that "[t]he law's congruence with the
theory, at least in many field of authorship, is more aspirational than real").

180 Id. at 10; see also Stephen E. Siwek, Copyright Industries in the U.S. Economy:
The 2014 Report, WIPO, 5-6 (2014),
https://www.wipo.int/export/sites/www/copyright/en/performance/pdf/eco
n contribution cr us 2015.pdf [https://perma.cc/9UMQ-W3J2].

181 The idea of rent-seeking was developed by Gordon Tullock in 1967 and first
coined by Anne 0. Krueger in 1974. See David R. Henderson, Rent Seeking,
LIBR. ECON. & LIBERTY, http://www.econlib.org/library/Enc/RentSeeking.htnd
[https://perma.cc/9P85-NUGN]. The dramatic increase in rent-seeking
behavior by copyright intermediaries might be attributed to the increased
value with the advent of digital technology and the Internet. See Lanier
Saperstein, Copyrights, Criminal Sanctions and Economic Rents: Applying the
Rent Seeking Model to the Criminal Law Formulation Process, 87 J. CRIM. L. &
CRIMINOLOGY 1470, 1472 (1997). For a detailed, general discussion of rent
seeking, see generally Anne 0. Krueger, The Political Economy of the Rent-
Seeking Society, 64 AM. ECON. REv. 291 (1974); Herbert Hovenkamp, Antitrust
Policy and the Social Cost of Monopoly, 78 IOWA L. REv. 371 (1993); Richard A.
Posner, The Social Costs of Monopoly and Regulation, 83 J. POL. ECON. 807 (1975).

182 Litman, supra note 25, at 10.
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Anne183 -"tilts, and has always tilted, the playing field in distributors' favor." 184

Before the digital revolution in the latter part of the 20th century, perhaps it made

economic sense, as a practical matter, to incentivize distribution intermediaries to

reproduce, disseminate, and administer rights at a national and international

scale.185 After all, distributors were primarily responsible for creating and

managing copyright markets.18 6 There were only a few ways to mass produce and

distribute copyrighted works, and it was extremely expensive to do so.187

Moreover, large intermediaries were firmly established as the gate keepers

between creators and consumers.188 The advent of the Internet and digital

technology forever changed the power structure in the creative landscape,
removing many of the economic and technological barriers to distributing their

creative works directly to end-users. Despite the best efforts of copyright

intermediaries to lobby Congress to enact favorable laws at every turn,189 the

183 See generally WILLIAM F. PATRY, 1 PATRY ON COPYRIGHT §§ 1:5-9 (Sept. 2018)
(covering the Statute of Anne substantially).

Because of its great influence on the evolution of our copyright

law and without slighting the earlier and far more sophisticated

contributions of continental printers, printmakers, and forms of
legal protection, England must be the focus of our attention

since the United States earliest statutes and case law were
imported from England.

Id. § 1:5.

184 Litman, supra note 25, at 11. Copyright "has favored publishers, record
labels, motion picture studios, and other distributors because Congress has,

for the past century, encouraged lawyers for publishers, record labels, and
motion picture studios, and other distributors to write themselves a law that

worked for them." Id. at 11-12.

185 See id. (arguing that "[a] law favoring distributors at creators' expense made

more practical sense in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries ").

186 See id. at 18 (asserting that "[u~nder the conventional law-and-economics

view of copyright, distributors are essential").

187 JuLIE E. COHEN ET AL., COPYRIGHT IN A GLOBAL INFORMATION ECONOMY 50 (4th

ed. 2015).

188 See Litman, supra note 25, at 12 (explaining that for most of copyright's

history, distributors sought to secure copyright laws that protected their

sizable investments in exploiting creative works).

189 Copyright Timeline: A History of Copyright in the United States, ASs'N OF RES.

LIBR, https://www.arl.org/focus-areas/copyright-ip/2486-copyright-
timeline#20C [https://perma.cc/2ACA-5GPH] (last visited Feb. 24, 2019)
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intermediaries failed to appreciate the disruptive impact of Web 2.0.190
Another vexing matter is licensing of copyrighted works. 91 Due to

copyright divisibility and the removal of formalities that used to required
registration, it can be difficult or impossible for good faith potential licensees to
identify and to locate copyright owners to secure a negotiated license.192

In addition to registration, proof of ownership of an authorized copy, and
the immutable chain created by each subsequent transfer, an orphan works
solution are the strongest use cases for blockchain's transformative and disruptive
impact. Given a creator's lack of profit and power in current creative markets,
blockchain-based solutions for authors that utilize UCAs can provide streamlined
access control, automated payments and enforcement, which create long-term
value created by pure digital scarcity, when smart contracts enable artists to
participate in both primary but subsidiary market opportunities more earnestly.193

The United States copyright monopoly is a right created by Congress to
original works of authorship fixed in any tangible medium of expression.94 The
subject matter of copyright protection includes literary works, musical works,
dramatic works, pantomimes and choreographic works, pictorial, graphic and
sculptural works, motion pictures and other audiovisual works, sound recordings,

(providing a summary of amendments in the 20th and 21st centuries).

190 See Litman, supra note 25, at 19 (noting that "[t]he ease of unlicensed digital
dissemination threatens the model underlying most distributors'
businesses.").

191 See id. at 19-20.

192 See id.

193 Numerous projects explore these and other possibilities. See, e.g., LBRY,
https://lbry.io/ [https://perma.cc/UGN4-RRADI (last visited Mar. 15, 2019)
(source for sharing and publishing content); Po.et: The Decentralized Protocol
for Content Ownership, Discovery and Monetization in Media, PO.ET,
https://www.po.et/ [https://perma.cc/ZZ59-SXJD] (last visited Mar. 15, 2019)
(source for timestamping and publishing content); CoPYTRACK,

https://www.copytrack.com/ [https://perma.cc/532F-G35E] (last visited Mar.
15, 2019) (source for finding and enforcing copyrights); Binded: Copyright
Made Simple, BImED, https://binded.com/ [https://perma.cc/9PE2-JHIHU]
(last visited Mar. 15, 2019) (source for uploading and registering
photographs); KodakOne: Image Rights Management Platform, KODAKONE,

https://kodakone.com/ [https://perma.cc/SHA9-XND5] (last visited Mar. 15,
2019) (source for monitoring licenses and use of works through blockchain
technology).

194 See 17 U.S.C. § 102(a)(1)-(8) (2012).



and architectural works.195 Copyright is a bundle of rights-codified in § 106-that
consists of the right to copy, adapt, distribute, publicly perform or display, and, in
the case of sound recording, to publicly perform via digital audio transmission.196

As the etymology of the word copyright suggests, the most essential right in the
bundle - and the one from which all other § 106 rights derive - is the right to copy.

One of the most difficult issues with creative digital works, and those that
are originally fixed in a tangible medium and then converted into digital form (i.e.
tokenized), is the ability of copyright holders to police unauthorized use and
enforce rights. A number of blockchain projects are creating digital fingerprints in
the form of cryptographic hashes to provide an immutable record for each
copyrighted work as well as automated enforcement mechanisms.197

A fundamental copyright concern of authors and copyright holders in the
Web 2.0 world was the inability, at the protocol level, for them to protect the
exclusive rights to copy, adapt, distribute, and publicly perform or display.198

Nothing in the Internet protocol itself protected the underlying rights from being
exploited.99 With the ability of any user to exploit any of the § 106 rights to create
and disseminate perfect additional digital copies without consuming the user's

195 See id. § 102(a)(1)-(8).

196 See id. § 106(1)-(6) (2012).

'97 Tom Kulick, How Blockchain Just May Transform Online Copyright Protection,
ABOVE THE LAW (Feb. 12, 2018, 5:47 AM),
https://abovethelaw.com/2018/02/how-blockchain-just-may-transform-
online-copyright-protection/?rf=-1 [https://perma.cc/U3MV-DNNZI
(discussing issues with Copyright Office submissions and how blockchain
may aid in solving what is essentially a "battle of the certificates"); see also
Authors Guild v. Google, Inc., 804 F.3d 202, 225 (2d Cir. 2015) (holding that
all four fair use factors supported the district court's finding that Google's
activities were protected by fair use); Corynne McSherry, Case Closed:
Supreme Court Lets Fair Use Ruling Stand in Google Books Litigation, ELEC.
FRONTIER FOUND. (Apr. 18, 2016),
https://www.eff.org/deeplinks/2016/04/case-closed-supreme-court-refuses-
hear-authors-guilds-challenge-google-books [https://perma.cc/FS8V-7DS2];
U.S. COPYRIGHT OFF., ORPHAN WORKs AND MAss DIGITIZATION 5 (June 2015)
(noting that "[t]he potential harm [by mass digitization] to a copyright
owner's legal rights and economic investments, both immediately and
throughout the course of the copyright term, is both serious and real").

198 See Litman, supra note 25, at I (arguing that "the key to copyright reform...
is to reallocate copyright's benefits to give more rights to creators, greater
liberty to readers, and less control to copyright intermediaries").

199 Cf DE FILIPPE & WRIGHT, supra note 30, at 46-49.
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copy, nothing in the Internet stack protected authors.200

Blockchains maintain all the functionality of Internet-enabled, P2P
transfers but also solve for the protection concern by requiring private keys and

digital signatures.201 Asymmetric cryptography (also known as public-private key

cryptography),2 2 a core element of blockchain technology, requires control of
private keys to access and exploit the corresponding crypto asset.2 3 Generally, one
establishes ownership (or at least control) of a crypto asset by possessing the

corresponding private key.204 One proves ownership and valid transfer by signing
the crypto asset with a public digital signature generated by that private key

pairing.
205

Blockchain's core characteristics, discussed in Part 1II.B, are ideally

designed to create an immutable, censorship-resistant digital fingerprint that can
dramatically reduce the friction and inefficiencies in licensing and enforcement of
unauthorized uses in the digital realm.21 6 Additionally, programming standards
and conventions, like the ERC-721 non-fungible token standard, are poised to
empower creators in ways that copyright law and technological protection

measures have failed to do.

20 See Wilton Thornburg, Beyond CryptoKitties: The Future of ERC-721 and
Ownership of Unique Assets, COINCENTRAL (June 9, 2018),
https://coincentral.com/future-of-erc-721-and-unique-assets/
[https://perma.cc/UTW3-H3VBI.

201 See supra Part IlI.B.
202 See Margaret Rouse, Asymmetric diffiegraphy (public key cryptography),

TECHTARGET, https://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/definition/asymmetric-
cryptography [https://perma.cc/W3PS-G7B7] (last updated June 2016); see
generally Margaret Rouse, Diffie-Hellman key exchange (exponential key
exchange), TECHTARGET,

https://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/definition/Diffie-Hellman-key-
exchange [https://perma.cc/WR76-X2F2] (last updated Aug. 2007)
(explaining the origins of asymmetric cryptography).

203 See Thornburg, supra note 200.

204 See DE FILIPPE & WRIGHT, supra note 30, at 14-16; see also Jake Frankenfield,

Private Key, INVESTOPEDIA, https://www.investopedia.com/terms/p/private-
key.asp [https://perma.cc/43QC-C747] (last updated July 30, 2018).

201 See Thomburg, supra note 200.

206 See DE FILIPPE & WRIGHT, supra note 30, at 33-38 (discussing the unique

characteristics of blockchain technology).
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A. APPLICABILITY OF COPYRIGHT TO BLOCKCHAIN-BASED CREATIVITY

Section 102(a) of the Copyright Act provides the statutory authority
regarding how copyright comes into existence.2 7 Copyright automatically subsists
in original works of authorship fixed in a tangible medium of expression, "now
known or later developed, from which they can be perceived, reproduced, or
otherwise communicated, either directly or with the aid of a machine or device."' 2°8

That section also provides an illustrative list of classes of copyrightable subject
matter: literary; musical; dramatic; pantomimes and choreographic, pictorial,
graphic and sculptural; motion picture and audio visual; sound recordings; and
architectural works.2 9 The Act does not specifically identify digital or digitized
works as copyrightable subject matter because the law applies with equal force to
physical embodiments and those requiring the aid of a machine or device to
perceive. Therefore, any copyrightable authorship-including creative UCAs-
contributed by an author that contains at least a minimum amount of creativity is
capable of receiving copyright protection.210

B. REGISTRATION

Traditionally, governmental entities, like the United States Copyright
Office, have been the central intermediaries responsible for maintaining a local or
national registry of copyrights.211 National registries were thought to be in the best

207 See 17 U.S.C. § 102(a)(1)-(8) (2012).

208 Id. at § 106(a) ("Copyright protection subsists, in accordance with this title,

in original works of authorship fixed in any tangible medium of expression,
now known or later developed, from which they can be perceived,
reproduced, or otherwise communicated, either directly or with the aid of a
machine or device.").

209 Id. § 102(a) (1)-(8).

210 We can analogize the Copyright Office's guidance regarding protection of

databases, computer programs, and websites to copyright's applicability to

creative crypto assets. See U.S. COPYRIGHT OFF., CIRcULAR No. 61, COPYRIGHT
REGISTRATION OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS 1 (last revised Sept. 2017); U.S.
COPYRIGHT OFF., CIRCULAR No. 65, COPYRIGHT REGISTRATION OF DATABASES 1

(June 2002); U.S. COPYRIGHT OFF., CIRcULAR No. 66, COPYRIGHT REGISTRATION

OF WEBSITES AND WEBSrrE CONTENT 1-3 (last revised Sept. 2017).

211 See generally Overview of the Copyright Office, U.S. COPYRIGHT OFF.,

https://www.copyright.gov/about/ [https://perma.cc/4LHF-PXZBI (last

visited Aug. 1, 2018). The Register directs the Copyright Office as a separate
federal department within the Library of Congress, under the general
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position to facilitate the huge undertaking of administering the respective

country's copyright rules and regulations.212 These governmental entities serve as

the central repository of representative copies of registered works.213 Additionally,

copyright registers usually maintain a searchable database to indicate owner and

contributor information, as well as the title and nature of the registered work.214

However, maintaining public records in physical or digital form (in the

traditional client-server model) leaves vital records-birth, death, marriage, real

property, and intellectual property -vulnerable to a range of threats. These threats

include intentional malicious acts like data and privacy breaches, as well as natural

disasters, which are all too common and increasingly more devastating.2 15

Cognizant of these threats, some governments have begun exploring the use of

blockchain technology to secure public records, generally.216 For example, in 2017,

the Illinois Blockchain Initiative compiled records of over 200 government

agencies around the world, including the Department of Homeland Security,
which were exploring the use of blockchain in their local, state, or national

jurisdiction.
217

oversight of the Librarian, pursuant to specific statutory authorities set forth
in the United States Copyright Act. Earlier in the Nation's history, from
1870-1896, the Librarian of Congress administered copyright registration (at
that time mostly books) directly, and earlier still, from 1790-1896, U.S.
district courts were responsible for doing so. Id.

212 See generally Copyright Registration and Documentation Systems, WIPO,

https://www.wipo.int/copyright/en/activities/copyright-registration/index.h
tml [https://perma.cc/HCL4-VX3U] (last visited Mar. 8, 2019).

213 Id.

214 Id.

215 See, e.g., Jeremy Berke, 2017 Was the Second Warmest Year Ever Recorded -

Behind only 2016, Bus. INSIDER (Jan. 18, 2018, 1:04 PM),

https://www.businessinsider.com/nasa-data-2017-was-second-warmest-
year-on-record-2018-1 fhttps://perma.cc/SUH3-GG2S] (last visited Jan. 26,
2019).

216 E.g., Adrianne Jeffries, Governments Explore Using Blockchains to Improve

Service, N.Y. TIMES (June 27, 2018),
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/06/27/business/dealbook/governments-
blockchains-services.htnd [https://perma.cc/G9LL-3LWB] (last visited March
8, 2019).

217 See id.; see also 2018 PUBLIC-PRIVATE ANALYTIC EXCHANGE Program,

BLOCKCHAIN AND SUITABILITY FOR PUBLIC APPLICATIONS, available at

https://www.dhs.gov/sites/default/files/publications/2018_AEPBlockchain_
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Clearly, the essential characteristics of public blockchains - immutability,
censorship-resistance, and assurance -can be used to replace the current means
and methods to secure and make available public records and, thereby, provide
greater protection of data, transparency, access, and censorship resistance. Beyond
obvious common services like birth, death, marriage, and real property records,
the power of NFTs to tokenize copyright interests (including fractional interests),
encoded with immutable instructions, would be of great use to the Copyright
Office, for example. In addition to the basic information collected during the
registration process, use of the NFT standard for both pure UGAs and tokenized
copyright interests could streamline registration, remove barriers to the
registration process, aid in proof of ownership, provide evidence of relevant dates,
automate and facilitate chain-of-ownership (and other interests), and downstream
licensing and other transfers.

Finally, although the Copyright Office requires deposits to register a
work,218 it does not retain all works deposited for copyright registration.219 One
reason is the amount of physical and electronic storage space required for an ever-
growing database of creative works.220 However, a blockchain that supports
decentralized file storage, like Filecoin 2 would not have that concern. Relying on
the Interplanetary File System (IPFS),222 a blockchain could store transaction data

andSuitability-forGovemmentApplications.pdf [https://perma.cc/DN4N-
PVXC].

218 17 U.S.C. § 407 (2012).

219 See U.S. COPYRIGHT OFF., CiRcuLAR No. 6, OBTAINING AccEss TO AND COPIES

OF RECORDS AND DEPOsrrs, available at https:Iwww.copyright.gov/circs/circO6.pdf
[https://perma.ccW4YV-PDYNI (last revised Jan. 2019).

220 See id.

221 See generally Filecoin FAQs, FILEcOIN, https://filecoin.io/faqs/
[https://perma.cc/3WBC-ZQK6] (last visited Mar. 29, 2019). The website
describes Filecoin as follows:

Filecoin is a decentralized storage network that turns cloud
storage into an algorithmic market. Miners earn the native
protocol token (also called "filecoin") by providing data
storage and/or retrieval. Conversely, clients pay miners to
store or distribute data and to retrieve it. "Filecoin" can
refer to a) the network, b) the protocol, c) the token
powering the network, and d) the project.

Id.

222 The IPFS is a P2P hypermedia protocol designed to make the web faster,
safer, and more open. See IPFS, https://ipfs.io/#why [https:/perma.cc/3C2J-
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and also the representative copies of the underlying work.223 Alternatively,

transactional data could be reflected on-chain with actual files stored off-chain in

some capacity.
224

C. ORPHAN WORKS

The orphan works problem has been a persistent concern of the Copyright

Office and Congress, as well as a vexation to copyright-intensive industries reliant
on licensing.225 The term "orphan works" describes copyrighted works whose
ownership status is surrounded by uncertainty;226 this uncertainty leads to the
underproduction and diminished dissemination of copyrighted works.27 The
Copyright Office's 2015 report about orphan works and mass digitization

determined that the problem is both widespread and significant.228

Good faith users who choose to make an unauthorized use of a
copyrighted work do so at significant risk of copyright infringement claims by the

8KQW] (last visited March 8, 2019). The four problems IPFS endeavors to
solve are: (1) the inefficiency and expense of the TTP Internet protocol; (2)
the daily destruction of Internet history; (3) to halt and counteract the hyper-
centralization of the current Internet's current iteration; and (4) to enable
resilient networks that are not wholly dependent on "Internet backbone
connectivity."

Id.

m See Stefan Grasmann, Filecoin and IPFS - reinventing storage, MEDIUM (Dec. 17,
2017), https://medium.com/swlh/filecoin-and-ipfs-f5e84ae79afa
[https://perma.cc/P76L-UP9Y].

224 For a discussion of on-chain versus off-chain transactions and file storage,
see generally Tom Terado, What is Decentralized Storage? (IPFS, FileCoin, Sia,

Storj & Swarm), MEDIUuM (July 3, 2018), https://medium.com/bitfwd/what-is-
decentralised-storage-ipfs-filecoin-sia-storj-swarm-5509e476995f
[https://perma.cc/TT67-5GVZI.

225 See ORPHAN WORKS AND MASS DIGITVZATION, supra note 197, at 8-9 (noting
that the problem of orphan works has been a concern of the Copyright
Office, Congress, and a "broad cross-section of stakeholders, including...
publishers, and filmmakers").

226 See id. at 9 (describing what the term "orphan work[s]" means).

227 See id. at 35 (describing that orphan works may inhibit the "productive and
beneficial uses of works... because the user cannot identify and/or locate

the owner").

228 See id. at 2.
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copyright owner who surfaces after the unauthorized use.229 Of course, some users
may, ultimately, successfully argue fair use; many others will not succeed.23° Such
ex-post determinations of liability, given the strict liability nature of copyright and
the statutory damage framework, will lead many users to forego use altogether if
they conclude the risks simply outweigh the rewards.231

Blockchain and the NFT standard shows substantial promise to offer
viable answers to solve the orphan works concerns, which the good faith licensee
faces in unsuccessfully attempting to identify the relevant party or parties from
whom permission must or should be sought.

D. LICENSING, MONETIZING & ENFORCEMENT

Administration costs of copyright are already relatively low. 232 But that
reality stands in stark contrast to the substantial expense of enforcement.233 The
programmable nature of NFTs presents new ways for creators to license, monetize,
and enforce their copyrights. From the owner of a cryptokitty, to a digital artist, to
the owner of a copyright converted to a tokenized asset, each can be empowered
in Web 3.0 to exert greater control and to enjoy more substantial financial
participation throughout the copyright's duration.

An excellent example is the way that crypto artists are empowered by the
DADA.NYC platform, as discussed in Part IV, above. Artists sell limited edition
art represented in the form of, and transferred by means of, non-fungible tokens.23

229 Id.

230 See id. (mentioning the potential viability of the fair use defense for some of
those who utilize orphan works).

231 See Tonya M. Evans, "Safe Harbor"for the Innocent Infringer in the Digital Age,
50 WILLAMETrE L. REV. 1, 23 (2013) [hereinafter Safe Harbor] (noting the strict
liability nature of copyright infringement); ORPHAN WORKS AND MASS
DIGTZATION, supra note 197, at 38 (describing how the threats of litigation
and statutory damages "may forgo socially beneficial use of orphan works").

232 See COHEN ET AL., supra note 187, at 50.

233 See id.

234 See Kat Mustatea, Can Blockchain Eliminate the Myth of the Starving Artist?,
FORBES (July 15, 2018, 6:15 PM),
https://www.forbes.com/sites/katmustatea/2018/07/15/can-blockchain-
eliminate-the-myth-of-the-starving-artist/#790755bd6769
[https://perma.cc/4S3Y-FPFH] (describing how Dada uses cryptocurrency to
buy and sell art generated on the platform).
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The primary market split pays 70% to the artist and 30% to the platform.235 Because

the transfer is via an NFT, artists and DADA continue to automatically receive

payments on each transfer: 30% to the author, 10% to the platform, and 60% to the

owner/transferor.236 This economic reality completely upends the minimal or non-

existent participation of both the artist and initial platform owner. And with

monetization and rules of transfer and coded directly into the token, the creativity

itself, truly presents a new World Wide Web order.

E. REVERSION, TERMINATION AND RECAPTURE

Automatic reversion of rights, as well as termination and recapture of
rights is yet another area within copyright law that may benefit greatly from

blockchain, smart contracts, and non-fungible token standards. Any area that can

reasonably be distilled to "if, then" outcomes and matters of timing lend

themselves well to automated outcomes.
For example, a book author could issue an NFT representing her copyright

interests in her work and, through the use of smart contracts, code the automatic
reversion of rights or termination of a revocable license. Reversion, a creature of

contract law, presently involves numerous intermediaries to manage rights, time

periods, and external factors, like sales figures, to determine when and whether
contracted circumstances exist to support reversion.237

Copyright transfer termination permits an author to terminate any
lifetime transfers of copyright and to reclaim ownership of the interest 35 years

after the date of the transfer.238 The Act requires authors to proactively notify

235 See Jason Bailey, The Blockchain Art Market Is Here, ARTNOME (Dec. 27, 2017),

https://www.artnome.comnews/2017/12/22/the-blockchain-art-market-is-
here [https://perma.cc/7RTK-PKVY] (providing the remuneration
breakdown as described).

236 Id.

237 See generally Lionel Bently & Jane C. Ginsburg, "The Sole Right... Shall

Return to the Authors": Anglo-American Authors' Reversion Rights from the

Statute of Anne to Contemporary U.S. Copyright, 25 BERKELEY TECH. L.J. 1475,

80, 1575 (2010) (providing an exhaustive and impressive exploration of the

istory of reversionary rights).

238 17 U.S.C. § 203(a)(3) (2012); see Stewart v. Abend, 495 U.S. 207, 230 (1990)

("The 1976 Copyright Act... provides an inalienable termination right.").
See generally Tonya M. Evans, Statutory Heirs Apparent?: Reclaiming Copyright
in the Age of Author-Controlled, Author-Benefiting Transfers, 119 W. VA. L. REV.

297, 303-10 (2016) (giving a detailed history of the copyright transfer
termination right and its role in protecting authors).
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transferees of their intent to terminate.239 The rules are precise and unforgiving.
Failure to follow the complex rules regarding timing of the notice proves costly to
unwitting authors.

However, an author of a copyright-protected purely digital crypto asset
(e.g., crypto art) could code an NFT prior to any transfer. That token could trigger
notice of intent to terminate the transfer and reclaim copyright ownership 35 years
after transfer to begin the reclamation process. Or, the author could initiate the
process with her private key and digital signature at any time after the notice
window opens so long as it comports with the termination rules.24°

Given how confounding and complex termination and recapture rules are,
and the consequences of failing to timely serve notice, crypto assets, smart
contracts, and blockchain clearly have the potential to vastly change the power
dynamic between creators and traditional intermediaries. In fact, non-fungible
programmable tokens are well-positioned to substantially disrupt copyright-
intensive markets by disintermediating them in an unprecedented way.

VI. CONCLUSION

The emergence of non-fungible token standards to create unique crypto
assets and tokenized real-world assets presents substantial opportunities for
creators to leverage digital technology and the Internet in the Web 3.0 world in
ways opposite to, and far more empowering than in previous iterations of the
Internet and digital technology. Despite the chronic concerns regarding lack of
digital scarcity and the imbalance of power and profit tilted for centuries in favor
of intermediaries, blockchain technology's core characteristic, especially PPK
cryptography and digital signatures, combined with non-fungible token
standards, offer new opportunities to solve for some of copyright law's chronic
concerns.

Web 3.0 is not a guaranteed panacea; far from it, in fact. Even after ten
years of Bitcoin, we are still in the nascent stages of building the infrastructure and
just beginning to test the waters in the uncharted seas of white paper promises
beyond cryptocurrencies. Nonetheless, possibilities abound to right some of the
most pervasive and menacing imbalances in copyright law between creators and
the stronghold of intermediaries. Satoshi's self-sovereign vision, Buterin's dream
of a worldwide virtual computer, Szabo's plan to automate trust, and AxioniZen's
hair-brained scheme to use digital cats to demonstrate the power of non-fungible
tokens, is all so crazy, it just might work.

-9 17 U.S.C. §§ 203(4)(A)-(4)(B).

240 These termination rules are defined by statute. Id.
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